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ABSTRACT

Radiation from a slot antenna in an anisotropic plasma with the static
magnetic field in arbitrary direction has been investigated. The field dis-
tributions at the slot aperture have been derived assuming transverse electric
excitation at the feed point and are found to support plane waves of both or-
dinary and extraordinary modes. Using the aperture fields as equivalent
electric and magnetic current sheets the.fields outside the slot are derived
in triple Fourier integral forms which are evaluated by residue theorem and
saddle point method to obtain the radiation field. Numerical calculations of
the time averaged Poynting vector were carried out for a half wavelength slot
antenna and for plasma parameters corresponding to the region (a) of Clemmow-
Mullali-Allis (CMA) diagram .. The radial component of the power flow vector
normalized by the maximum power density for a half-wave slot in free-space is
plotted to obtain the directional pattern. Plots of the directional pattern
show that two strong pencil beams are radiated - one along the ground plane in
a direction perpendicular to the slot axis and the other perpendicular to the
plane of the slot. The radiation is dominated by the ordinary-mode power with
a comparatively negligible extraodinary-mode power. With the static magnetic
field in the yz-plane of an xyz-system, the inclination of the static magnetic
field does not significantly influence the radiation pattern of an x-directed
slot but has considerable effect for y and z-directed slots.In the latter
cases. the beam maxima are also slightly tilted from the z and y-axes due to
the lack of propagation symmetry in the yz-plane.
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List of principal Symbols

e = electronic charge , 1.G02x10- 1 9 coulomb
m = electronic mass , 9.1x1O-31 Kg
N = electron particle density , m-3 .
Eo= free .space electric permittivity , 8.554x1O-12 farad/m
It= free space magnetic permeability 4 TTx1O-1 henry/m •.
Ho= static magnetic field intensity , Amp/m .
6.= t<oHo,staticmagnetic flux density, Weber/m2

IX= angle of inclination of the static magnetic field with the z-axis in the
yz-plane .

"',~= relative permittivity tensor of the anisotropic plasma with the static
magnetic field in the z~direction in an xyz' -sys~em .

A

~= relative. permitivitty tensor with reference to an xyz-system for ar-
bitrary rx .

W = angular operating frequency , radian/sec •
f = operating frequency , Hz .

( N ,.. )Y2
\.:m~o. ' angular plasma resonant frequency, radian/sec .

fp = plasma resonant frequency , Hz .

(Ja = ~ular cyclotron resonant frequency, radian/sec ..

fa = cyclotron resonant frequency ,Hz .
-/ ,,
E = electric field intensity in the xyz-system , volt/m
E = electric field intensity in the xyz-system for arbitrary oC, volt/m .
_/

xyz:::"systemH = magnetic field intensity in the , Amp/m .
H = magnetic field intensity in the xyz-system for arbitrary ex, Amp/m .
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ko .= WVftoEo , free space propagation constant , radian/m ,
it' = complex propagation constant in the xyz~system radian/m
it = complex propagation constant in the xyz-system .radian/m

Ea = electric field distribution of the slot aperture
iia = magnetic field distribution of the slot aperture
Ii = unit outward normal to the aperture plane .
S. = equivalent electric current density on the aperture plane

Jm = equivalent magnetic current density on the aperture plane
A

/I = wave matrix .
Pr = radial component of Poynting vector •
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General Introduction
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The space shu Ie program and the prospect in nuclear fusion provided in-
creased motivation for resenrch on properties of antennas in plasmaH. Antennas
are well-known not only as import~t parts of communication system but also as
useful devices for diagonostics of the surrounding medium. These important
properties of an antenna are determined by
of the surrounding medium and its feeding

its physical shape~ the properties
. \

conditions.Again the presence of
boundaries and obstacles in the vicinity of an antenna can greatly modify the
transmitted 'and received signal pattern. When the medium is
anisotropic, studies of antenna properties in the presence of these obstacles
and boundaries are expected to have diverse applications in ionospheric
research, thermonuclear fusion and ferrite technology.In this thesis a
theoretical study has been given to the radiation from a slot antenna in an
anisotropic plasma.

Radiation blackout has long been a problem to satellite
communication. When a space satellite enters the ionosphere during its return a
sheath of positive charges is formed around its hot body which causes a
capacitance between the satellite and the surrounding plasma.At microwave
frequencies which are chosen for communication with the satellite, this
capacitance will be a short circuit for the transmitting signal blocking
radiation from the satellite antenna.At frequencies in the range 3MHz to 12
MHz over which plasma effects are prominent,J;his capacitance effect will be
much weaker and it can be investigated to see whether radiation is possible in
this frequency range.Dipole and monopole type of antermas for this frequency
range will be very long in size for effective radiation of the signal.Moreover
the installation of such antennas on a high speed space vehicle is not
mechanically feasible.Hence a slot antenna can be an alternative from the
mechanical point of view.However , it is still remainir~ as a problem to inves-
tigate the electrical characteristics of a slot antenna in this frequency
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range where accounts must be taken of the influence of the anisotropy of the
medium around the antenna.

Research on radiation from sources in anisotropic plasma has a wide past
history,[1]-[18].' Most of these works were done on probes,monopole,dipole and
cylindrical antennas. Very few works have been done on a slot antenna in
anisotropic plasma;Wait [19] and Burman [20] formulated the theory of
electromagnetic radiation into a continuously stratified magnetoplasma half
space from an infinitely long ,slot in a perfectly conducting plane of infinite
extent with the static magnetic field parallel to the slot axis. Radiation
from a circular waveguide in an anisotropic plasma has been studied by 'Smirnov
and Yablochkin [21] for the static magnetic field perpendicular to the
aperture.A mathematical formulation of 'the problem has been given by
Brandstatter [22] assuming a transverse electric excitation of a rectangular
slot. As none of these papers illustrated either numerical or experimental
plot of the radiation pattern,it is difficult to get a physical picture of
radiation from a slot in an anisotropic plasma.Numerical plots of radiation
for axially slotted plasma-clad cylinders were shown in [23] - [25] .Their
analysis is restricted to a thin plasma layer around the cylinder. Slots on
flat grOlmd plane covered with a thin plasma la~er with an axial magnetic
field were studies in [26] - [29] .However,in the present study we shall con-
sider that the plasma medium over the ground plane is of infinite extent and
the direction of the static magnetic field is ar~itrary. To this author's
knowledge study of such a model has not yet been reported.

In the present work in studying the radiation from ,a slot antenna the ar-
bitrary direction ,of the static magnetic field has been taken into considera-
tion because of the fact that during revolution of the satellite the slot an-
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tenna will be arbitrarily inclined with respect to the earth's magnetic
field.The medium properties corresponding to various combinations of plasma
parameters have been discussed with the, help of wave number
surfaces.Fundamental relations between the field components for plane waves
propagating in arbitrary directions with respect to the static magnetic field
were derived. These derivations were used to obtain the field distribution in
the slot aperture.Using these distributions as sources of radiation the fields
outside the slot were derived from Maxwell's equations.Chapter-2 deals with
the polarization and propagation of plane waves in arbitrary
directions.Chapter~3deals with the derivation of aperture field distribution
~f'a slot.In chapter-4 the field solution outside the slot is given in Fourier
integral form.In chapter-5 the far field evaluation of the integral is per-
formed by residue calculation and saddle point method.In chapter-6 the radia-
tion pattern of a half-wavelength slot antenna placed along different axes and
planes with arbitrary inclination of the static magnetic field is calculated
and plots of directional pattern are shown.The thesis is concluded with a
general discussion in chapter-7.
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CHAPTER 2

A Perspective of Wave Propagation in Anisotropic Plasma
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2.1 Introduction

The present chapter deals ~ith the wave propagation in an anisotropic
plasma.The propagation of a plane wave through a plasma in the presence of a
static magnetic field is an appropriate model for propagation of wave through
the ionosphere and through some laboratory plasma. A plasma, medium contains
enormous number of ions and electrons. It may be hot or cold We shall con-
sider the cold plasma model only,The distinguishing feature of' cold plasma
model is that ions and electrons in the unperturbed state are motionless by
the zero temperature assumption. One essential 'property which distinguishes
a plasma from an ordinary gas if<that the almost free streaming of ,the par-
ticles is completely missing in a cold plasma model. Here each particle of the
plasma oscillates about of a fixed IK)S ition in space under the influence of
the electromagnetic field of the wave. All the dissipation effects including
collisions are neglected. The m0<10.ldoes not include acoustic field, particle
bunching, Landau damping and.plasma shock waves [30]

2.2 Anisotropy in Presence of a St~ltic Magnetic Field

'In presence of a static ~lgnetic field the dielectric behaviour of a
plasma depends on the movement of the charged particles. An electric field
component transverse to the 'magnetic field can give rise to transverse
electron motion. Electrons and ions in'the ionosphere moving under the in-
fluence of ''the electric field of a passing electro~gnetic wave, experience
force because of their velocity in the presence of static ~netic field. The
anisotropy of plasma can be described with reference to the principal axes
represented by the x y'z'co-ordinates as shown in fig.2.1 in .which the
static magnetic field Ho is along the z~axis at an angle 0<. with respect to

6 ,.



z
(r,e,<#»

,
y

Fig.2.1 Co-ordinate system for relative permittivity
tensor in an anisotropic plasma.
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the z-axis of a fixed co-ordinate system xyz.

Taking into account the effect of the static magnetic field Hb but
neglecting frictional forces due to collision between electrons and gas
molecules, the equation of force on the particle can be written as[3~

where

where E'is the electric field, v"is the electron velocity, a. J or', oz.' are unit
vectors in the x,yJand z'directions .respectively.Assuming all the field vari-
abIes to be time-periodic with angular frequency UJ., equation(2.1) becomes

'", }tAJm v.e" + vY'''o = e ' (2.2)

= ; ''''n V.'e 1

jwnz V'=-e-Z

(2.3)

(2.4)

Solving (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) simultaneously,

,
jW(€/m)£" -r (e,lm}{,J",Ey

GJ'l.-- _ &.1')..-
",
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v:' ;:

- (elm) C>J",£. toj w("lm) Ey'
e..1H- 4)1-

j (e/m) ,
, "" £z

(2.6 )

(2.7)

where tJH = (elm) /3. is called the angular cyclotron frequency.

Mah~ell's second equation for a region, in which there is a convection current
density Ney'becomes.

(2.8)

Substi tuting
as

y/ by the relations '(2.5)-(2.7), equation (2.8) can be written

-... "'" -,I7XH ~.J<V f"o lE" E

A~where tr is the relative permittivity tensor of the medium

-j~
,

~I 0

~/ - ,
€-Icr - )6; 0

,
0 0 (3

in which
q= /-X/{/-'/).-j
,

€3 = /- X

~;= X 'Y/ (1- 'yJ-)

X = {,J;r/ <.J1.--

9
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Now with reference to the xyz-systenl the relative permittivity of the medium
takes the following form;

-A

(2.11)

-j~

where
r,. :::q Co s~ of i=; SI n'Vt'(.

~ ::' i7 sill~+ ~ (05""",-,
6t = G, (oS"'-, .
£0 = <'-1 Sln<><-

f.c; = (1:£ -~) sin <{. Cose<..

The derivation of (2.11) from (2.10) is shown in appendix-A. Relative permit-
tivity of the form(2,11) has also been used by Matin et al. [2] .It is inter-
esting to note that the permittivity tensor given.by (2.10) and (2.11) are not
equivalent unless ()(=O.,This indicates that a rotation of the static magnetic
field with respect to the z..axis can give different results in the medium
permittivity, This is due to the anisotropic property of the medium. Such a
situation is not encOlmtered in the case of an isotropic medium, because in
an isotropic medium the medium pennittivity is invariant with any arbitrary
transformation of the co-orditlate system

2.3. Dispersion into Ordinary and Extraordinary Modes of Propagation

In art 2.3 we have seen how anisotropic property is developed in a plasma
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in the presence of a static magnetic field. Let us now review the propagation
characteristics in the medium.1he electromagnetic field must satisfy Maxwell's

;wt ..
equations in a source free region with e variation suppressed,

VXE = -j 4J,hoH

Taking curl of equation(2.12) and using (2.13) we get

- '1..-""-vxvxE-~f!7,E=o

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

where ko= (,J.Vf<.£. is the free space propagation constant. Equation (2.14) is
.called the vector wave equation.

For a plane wave of the form
__ -jt<,x-jl<>.)I-j/<3Z
E = E. e the wave numbers

k, ,k. ,k. can be obtained as the roots of the characteristic equation which
follows by introducing equation (2.11) into equation(2.14) and setting the
determinant of the wave
appendix-B) :

matrix to zero (detailed analysis is shown in

where
b. (k,-, K., 1<3) ~ k.1.-(<:, "Y 1.-+C.1. 1<.1.••••.+C?J Kz"f. e., 1<>. /(3)

~ = ?~"V(/_€-;/€,)
c-;= e:,1.-{C(7S'>--'" - €3/€,)

,"1-( . 'V -'- )
C'3 = €., s,n ""- "'.5/"',
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. ,1-
C., = - 2 SInO(. CaSe:( ~"1

Equation (2.15) is called the disr~rsion equation and with reference to the
x y'z'system it takes the following form:

~/K;1_(2qfC/k;;--('7r~)1<':>4'" + (k.;'::.(3'I<.'1-)(~k.'':.,<;'':.6/?k;-) =0

where K" =:. J!</"f" /<i1-
(2.16 )

dispersion
In the above k" k;'and 1t3 are the wave numbers

z' directions respecti vely of a plane wave. .E = Eo
assumed along
_jl<jlr~A{y_)KjZ
e . The

x,y and

equation has two pair .of roots corresponding to each wave number. For example
the solution of the roots with respect to k; is given by

/ _ Lt2'7~;'Ko 1-_ ('7r~ 1<' 'l- :rV,E; - '!i'-,.,:t- "'3' ..;1.-K".•..,I<''':::(.{ 1(.,1-) J Y2.
1<3 -.E ---------~---------------

2~6. .

(2.17)

The positive sign inside the bracket corresponds to the 'ordinary' or the
Q-mode 1ll1dthe negative sign corresponds to the 'extraordinary' or the X-mode
of propagation. For studying radiation problems it is necessary to obtain the
real roots of the characteristics equation. Because any complex root will
cause attenuation of the wave. For this purpose the medium is assumed to be
lossless by neglecting electron-ion collision. Resonances and cut-offs of
wave propagation takes place for frequencies at which q =0 oroo, tt:t;G( =0 ,~=O

and &/= ct These phenomena can be shown in anX-Y plot as shown in Fig.2.2.
Propagation modes will exist for X-Y values lying beyond any of the resonance
lines. Thus there are eight regions of wave propagation in the X-Y plane [31J
corresponding to these eight regions the plots of k; versus k'are shown in
Fig.2.3. The plots are symmetrical about the axis of the static magnetic field

12



1

( a)

(e)

1

(f)

. (h)

i

Fig.2.2 Subdivision of a plasma parameter or X,V plane corresponding to

various wavenumbersof a cold anisotropic plasma.
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KJ K3 0 KJ
10

~ ...---" 'K'K' K'

(a) f >11
Id) '3": f " rna.>< ( 'p. fli)

. KJ

1'\'
K

.---t---<- K

K.

(I) min ( fP. f~»'>l~

;; = tI/,,:;-f -f;;' 1-- -f JH/ Z

j 1. = tI;$,1--+.iN 1.-

/3 = WI{/2 + VJhjl1' -f/r 4

J1 == /;" 'V ,../;/7of - fit/:z.

(I) min('~.'H) >, >a

Fig.2.3 : Wave number surfaces for various ranges of plasma
parameters shown in Fig. 2.2 [Ref [3ill
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and are called wave surfaces or dispersion surfaces in the wave-space. For an
arbitrary direction of the static magnetic field the dispersion surfaces will
be inclined with respect to the k3 - axis which is the z-axis in real space ..
Fig.2.2 is "called the Clemmow-Mullali-Allis (CMA) diagram.

The wave number surfaces are very useful for having a physical'picture
of radiation in such medium. Because the complex power flow vector or Poynting
vector for a certain wave" number can be shown to be normal to the wave number
surface [5] • This helps tracing the rays in the real space isometrically from
the normals on the wave number surfaces.

2.4. Plane "Waves parallel to the Static Magnetic Field

"For a uniform plane wave traveling along the static mag-
netic field we have Ix = 0

the equations (details shown
and .L co. Hence the fieldsay'

in appendix-C
are governed by

dE; =)" tv .•.H
3Z~ 1- X

d£. = _-;"{,oJ;r. Hr'
:>z'

(2.18)

(2.19)

a
,

= Hz (2.20)

o
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Since E;=0 and II;= o. then the propagation along t.he atatic IIIIlgnetic field ia

in the form of a TEN-wave. The wave number' It, can be obtained from the above

relations as:

(2.24)

The +ve and .,ve signs inside the bracket correspond to the o-mode and the X-

mode of propagation respectively .From appendix-C it can be noted that the

following relations hold:

for o-mode

for X-mode

1bis indicates that the' fields of the two modes are 90' out of phase and if

one mode is polarized in the clockwise direction the other is polarized in the

counter clockwise direction. The difference of wave m.nnberswill create

Faraday rotation of the field [32) •

2.5. Plane Wavesperpendicular to the Static Magnetic Field

Let us consider a plane wave
_, _, -)t<;x
E = Eo e traveling along the x - direction

which is perpendicular to th" static magnetic field. Then we have ~=O and

, ~ " 'Here the fields are governed by the equations (details ahown inn':' 0
appendix-C) :

Ifx = 0

cE; .. ,-- = ) 4J,k. IfrdX

16
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Ex = j(e//t'J E; (2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)

From the above equations the electric field components are found to satisfy
the wave equation
'ivE/ _ "l- (j~ 6[1-) £"'
--)..- - -kG (E )'
;)X 1

(2.31)

(2.32)

Since H,=O,then the propagation perpendicular to the static magnetic field is
in the form of a 1M wave.The wave number k, is given by

j(j~Gt'-
/</1 = = 1<. "I for X-mode

/<12- = t 1<0 Jf.; .for O-mode

(2.33)

(2.34)

/ /The 0-mode is a TEM wave having the field components Ez and H•. The X-mode is
a 1M wave having the field components Ez ,E;,and H; [33].

2.6. Plane Waves in Arbitrary Directions

So far we have investigated plane waves propagating parallel and perpen-
dicular to the static magnetic field. Now we shall consider plane waves
propagating in arbitrary direction with respect to the static magnetic field.
The mechanism of wave propagation in arbitrary direction with respect to the
static magnetic field is more complicated than the two cases studied above.

17



2.6.1. Waves in the x-direction for Static Magnetic "Field in the yz-Plane,

__ -)K,:iC
For a plane wave E=£oe traveling along the x-direction the field equa7

tions ~re same as (2.24)-(2.291. By co-ordinate transformation we can find
the field components in the y and z-directions.

E:z.= cl Co« - ,,; since. (2.36)

Ny = Nycos"OC-r II; sine<.. (2.37)

Itz. = /lz Cos D( - Ny sin oc. (2.38)

2.6.2.Waves in the y-direction for Static Magnetic Field in the yz-Plane

_ -j K).d
For a uniform plane wave E =£0 e traveling in the y-direction we have

t,; =0 and fz. = 0 Here the field components are governed by the equations
(details shown in appendix-D):

Ny = 0

dE. = )" w" II
d Y ''0 Z.

18
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(2.43)

(2.44)

Since Hy=O, then the propagation along the y direction is in the form of a

1Mwave. The wave number k2 can be obtained as

(2.45)

(2.46)

For (j.. =0. these are the transverse wave numbers as obtained in Art. 2 •5 and

for rJ.. =90. these are the longitudinal wave numbers as obtained in Art. 2.6

From appendix -D the field components are:

(2.47)
. ;' / 'l.-"

J f'l1'3 s"'" c<. Ie21
(~1.:.?;';) (.I<o').-ti - !<~l)+ kJ.J-((]1.:. €.;":. (-If{) SIn ~o{

For )I.-mode

1-Ez :.

(2.48)

i-
Hz =

, • "1-
-;.. -€..,f-ss/'11O<k2./

If" =. c,);r.,La/).=-~')CK,'Vff-1<2rj+ K2;-Cf/':' fil:.ftf;JS;,,~J
ForO-mode .
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!

(2.52)

(2.53)

,'" K-'"- 1:""1SI T] q( 22

"';r.["K" .•..(E-;'=..Fi':J -1'/K2i]
(2.54)

.., D 0 0 0 0For~=O,Exx=O,Eyx=O,H2~osothat the ..mode in this case ccmsists.of Ez and Hx,
only. Regarding the )<~modefields for d..c:o~ we have Ez=O,Hx=0 and this mode con-

sists of Ex,Ey and Hz only. These are consistent with the two simple cases

described in Art.2.4 and Art 2.5.

2.6.3. Waves in .the z-direction for Static Magnetic Field in the yz -Plane
"

For a
have L =0~x

uniform plane wave E=Eo traveling along the z-direction we

<1and )y =0 Here the field" components are governed by the equations

given below (details shown in appendix-D):

liz ::0
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(2.56)

(2.57)

(2.58 )

(2.59)



(2.60)

Since H,=O, then the propagation along z-direction is in the, form of a TM
wave. The wave number k3 can be obtained as

The "ve and +ve signs ,before the square root inside the 3rd bracket cor-
respond to the ~-mode and the Q-mode of propagation respectively.

From appendix-D the field components are related as:
For X-mode

, " k"--.J 6/ e, (05 D( 31

]I.
Hy =

For O-mode

(2.62)

(2.63)

(2.64)

(2.65)

o
Ex (2.66)
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o
!Ix (2.68)

o
h'y =

, .•...
- 6j Cc5 '" k .• ,

tv;r. [1<,,>- (<</\.:"E;':) - /<;-1 €J (2.69)

For ~=O. and 90. ,the above relations are consistent with those discussed
in Art. 2.4 and 2.5 .

2.7. Discussion

In the above a study has been given on the mechanism of plane wave
propagation in a cold anisotropic, plasma for an arbitrary direction of the
static magnetic field. The dispersion characteristics of the mediums is such
that plane wave is dispersed into an ordinary mode and an extra-ordinary mode
advancing in different phase velocities. The wave' number surfaces for the two
modes were found to have diverse curvatures depending on the plasma parameters
. Fundamental relations between the field components for,plane waves propagat-
ing in arbitrary directions with respect to the static magnetic field were
derived from Maxwell's equations. In the next chapter these results will be
used to derive the aperture field distribution of a slot antenna excited by
plane waves.
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CHAPTER 3

Plane Wave Excitation ~f the Aperture of a
Slot"Antenna in an Anisotropic Plasma
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3.1 Introduction

To find the electric and magnetic field radiated from a slot antenna in
the medium it is necessary to know the field distribution at the aperture.In
this chapter we shall deduce the field distribution at the aperture of a nar-
row rectangular slot excited by a.plane wave with the static magnetic field
in an arbitrary direction. This will be carried out by making use of the
results of plane wave polarization obtained in chapter-2.

3.2. A Narrow Rectangular Slot along the x-axis

y

X
Fig 3.1: A narrow rectangular slot along the x-axis and lying in

the xy-plane

As shown in Fig.3.1, let us consider a narrow rectangular slot along the
x-axis on a ground plane of infinite extent lying in the xy-plane. 1he slot is
excited by a plane wave traveling along the x-direction. Analysis similar to

24



art.2.6.1 shows that the ordinary mode of TEM type and the extraordinary mode
of 1M type will be excited at the aperture. Let us designate the aperture
field components as:

(3.1 )

(3.2)

(3.3)
and

qo Q/ •

Ez = Ez Coset.

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

The.superscripts 'a' refer to the aperture field and '0' and 'x' refer
to the O-mode and the X-mode fields respectively. In this case since the 0-
mode has no field component in the x-direction then E••o=O. For the slot the
field components must satisfy the boundary conditions E••=E••=O at x=!a/2 and
also on the ground plane. Substituting these conditions in Maxwell's equations
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we.find also that Ez"=O at x=ta/2.To meet these conditions the corresponding
o-mode and the X-mode fields traveling at different phase velocities must
separately vanish.at the surface of the ground plane. From the superposition
of positively and negatively traveling waves the aperture field components
are found to have sinusoidal distribution of the forms:

/:z.q=B Sink,(o/2-/Xi) (3.10)

where A and Bare arqitrary constants. Resolving Ey" and Ez" into components
along and transverse to the static magnetic field we find that the transverse
field components travel with a wave number k" and the longitudinal com-
ponents travel with the wave number k'2 ,so that

Ez
q'= (ASinc{-ff3CDSaV !>i.,k;2 (q/2.-/:X/) (3.12)

Hence
Ezq= (A 5171<>(,"05<>(r f3("OS~) Sin /</2. (0/2.-/X1)

- (A 5/7>0( ("OS'T"-.t3 Sil11.-or)Sin K" (<?/z.-jx/)
(3.13)

Also it is assumed that the field component perpendicular to the. slot
i.e.,Ez" is zero along the feed line i.e., at x=O. This assumption is quite
reasonable because only at the feed point we can expect a purely transverse
electric field excitation. In the case of isotropic.medium this is true for.
all points in the slot. Hence from the condition E~=O at x=O we get the rela-
tion between A and B,
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13 :: S;'n«: c r.. o5"'L5in(kiIO/2.) .
51>7""0( 5"71 (K"o/:) 51>7(1<120/2)}

:1 -r cos"""OC's' A
The. In (I

v
2. 0/2.)

magnetic f' 1le d components are obta'lned as

(3.14)

fir = 1: . JIY2.
wfro (As/ncr i"13cos~\..•./ Cos i< (12 0/2.-/ x;l,'./' X~ 0 (3.15)

(,o4C050(-I3S. r)In4. CoS 1<" (a/. / ,), , v2- x// J x~o (3.16)

3.3. A Narrow Rec__ tangular 81ot along the y-axis

z

i

I
i"
"I

y

along the y-axisslot

the xy-plane

Fig 3.2: A narrow rectangu lar

and lying .In
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As shown in Fig.3.2 let us consider a narrow rectangular slot along the y-axis
excited by a plane wave traveling along the y-direction. Analysis similar to
art 2.6.2 shows that ordinary and extraordinary modes of 1M type will be ex-
cited at the aperture. Each field component can be represented as the summa-
tion of two mode as before.

For the slot along the y-axis lying in the xy-plane the field components
must satisfy the boundary condition Ex'=Ey'=O at y=!b/2 as well as on the
ground plane. To satisfy Maxwell's equations Ex' will also be zero at
y=tb/2.This requires that the corresponding o-mode and the X-mode fields
traveling at different phase velocities must separately vanish at the surface
of the ground plane so that from the superpOsition of positively and nega-
tively traveling waves the field components at the aperture are found to have
sinusoidal distribution. Accordingly the two field components from which the
other fi,eldcomponents can be found by using equations (2.46) and (2.53) are
given by

(3.17)

(3.18)

where P and Q are ,arbitrary constants.Substituting (3.17) into (2.46) and im-
posing the c'ondition I Ex'= 0 at y =0 I we find that P and Q are related as

where

-j fv'fi S/no( K27 5171 (kZ1b/2)

A S/n (K22.b/2) F (3.19)

Equation (3.19) establishes the relationship between the two modes of excita-
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tion at the siot aperture.

3.4. A Narrow Rectangular Slot along the z-axis
~

y

Fig 3.3: A narrow rectangular slot along the. z-axis and
lying in the xy-plane

As shown in Fig.3.3 Let us consider a narrow rectangular slot along the
z-axis excited by a plane wave traveling along the z-direction. Analysis
similar to art 2.6.3 shows that ordinary and extraordinary modes of TM type
will be excited at the aperture. Each field component can be represented as
the summation of the field components of two modes as before.

For the slot along the z-axis in the yz-planethe field components must
satisfy the boundary condition Ey"=Ez'=O at z=tc/2 and also on the metal
sheet. To satisfy Maxwell's equation Ea" will also be zero at z=tc/2.This
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requires the that corresponding to the o-mode and the X-mode traveling at dif-
ferent phase velocities must separately vanish at the surface of.the metal
sheet and from the superposition of positively and negatively traveling waves
the field components at the aperture can be shown to have sinusoidal
distribution. Accordingly the two field components from which the other field
components can be found by using equations (2.61)-(2.66) can be expressed as

(3.20)

(3.21)

where R and S are arbitrary constants. Substituting (3.20) into (2.63) and ap-
plying the condition E.'=O at z=O we get

s =
where

. / '}.-
,) ('., CO SCI: 1<32Sin (k32 c/2.) R

C 5171 (K3'<y2)
(3.22)

Equation(3.22) represents the relationship between the two modes of excitation
in the slot aperture.

3.5. Discussion

In the above .we derived the field distribution at the aperture of a nar-
row rectangular slot excited by a plane wave in an anisotropic medium by
using the fundamental concepts of plane waves given in chapter-2. Here we ffiade
use of the boundary condition that the tangential field components must vanish
at the slot edge and also on the ground plane. To obtain relationship between
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the two modes the electric field component perpendicular to the slot is con-
sidered to be zero at the feed point. With the knowledge of the aperture field
distribution we are now in a position to find the fields outside the slot.
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CHAPTER 4

Field of a Narrow Rectangular Slot
Antenna in an Anisotropic Plasma.
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4.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter we deduced the field distribution at the aper-
ture of a slot excited by x,y and z directed traveling waves. In the present
chapter we shall derive the field components produced outside the slot. We
shall first obtain the general solution of the field components for aperture
type of sources and then apply them to find the field components for narrow
rectangular slots along x,y and z directions.

4.2 General Solution for Aperture Type of Sources

The electromagnetic field outside .the slot is governed by

vxf = -j<->/r4ii - :Jm (4.1)

. 04 - .-

<;7Xf{ = ) w6>i,f f:!e(4.2)

where Jm and J. are equivalent magnetic and electric current sheets in the
slot.

where n is a unit vector normal to the slot, Ea and Ha are
distributions.

(4.3)

(4.4 )

aperture field

Taking the curl of equation(4.1) and substituting ~XH by equation(4.2) we get
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(4.5)

Let us write the field solution in Fourier transform pair.

and

14.6)

E{k) C( I"C f'"= (;P ~ !o/"J( ely dz E(1')
V 1.: _oc _'"

+jkr;
e (4.7)

Now by Fourier transformation equation (4.5) can be arranged as

- k Xi( X £ (1<) - /<~~.6. E(I<) = j [I< x :7,.,(k) - "'Ii'. y,,(i<)}
also
K X.7.,; (k) - ""fr. 7~(X)
= q" M(X) -I- OyN(k) -I- ti"z. 0 (I<)
where

(4.8)

(4.9)

14.10)

Introducing (4.9) into (4.8) and after several operations we can arrange
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equation(4.B) in the following form:

Exq<.) All A'2- 1113 M(k)

ty(k) - ) A21 Au. 1123 iV'(k) (4.11 )- --~
ddll

£z(I<) A;31 A32- 1'133 O(/<)

The elements ~j in the 3 X 3 matrix on the right hand side are as shown in
appendix-B. Fourier transform of the electric field compbnents are given by

)
=---

clef ~
(4.12)

(4.13)

Ez(K) -
where

)

det~ Z (I<) (4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

In terms of the electric field components the magnetic field components are
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given by

. liz (tt) = w';r.[~£y (/<) - ~ Ex (ij

(4.18 )

(4.19)

(4.20)

The inverse Fourier transforms by equation (4.6) give the field components in
the real space.

4.3 Solution for a Narrow Rectangular Slot along the x-axis

'Field distribution at the aperture of a narrow rectangular slot along the
x-axis excited by a plane wave will have all the field components except
H.'=O (chapter -2)

1) Slot on the xy - plane
we have,
Jrn = iq

X n
- (Qx£X

q rayEy" rC&.Ez.q) xQz. ;;(z)

(4.21)

where ;;(z) is Dirac's delta function and indicates that the magnetic cur-
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rent sheets are along the xy-plane at z=O
- - -~J., = n X H

" Q.z x (Ciy 1T," -r q~liz") $(Z)

,Jm)''' E;" (z)
J,.,I' ,,- Ex" £(z)

,J"1Z : 0

o7ex = -H/o(Z)

o7"y = 0

Jex : 0

Using relations (4.23) and (4.10) we get

II) Slot along the xz-plane .
We have,
7m= f"x n

= (ilxEx"+olE," +Oz£z") X 0, "(r)

= (- a", E/ 7' Oz.E:) S(y)
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(4.23)
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and
Je '" ii X HQ

::. ,z, X (o,lly" r QzIIzQ) ~(y)

::. 0; 11/ $(y)

Jex '" liz" J(y)

Jmx = -Ez"S(r)

.Jmy = 0

Q

:7", Z = Ex Sty)

J<Y = 0

:1<,z =0

(4.26)

(4.27)

Using relations (4.27) and (4.10) we get

(4.28)

4.4. Solution for a Narrow Rectangular Slot along the y-axis'

Field distribution at the aperture of a narrow rectangular slot along the
y-axis excited by a plane wave will have all the field components except Hy8=0

(chapter-2) .

1) Slot along the xy-plane
we have
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.:7", = Eqx ii
= (axE/ r Oy'£; T ~E1..") X q;, Uz)
= (Ci~ Ey" - CiyE.") .5(1..)

and

7., =- jj X ifQ
= aZ X (0 1Ix" .••.~ flz'1),J(z)

= aylixQJ(z)

(4.29)

(4.30)

Therefore,' we have

Jm~ = E/,$(2)

.:7,., Y = - Ex'",5(1..)
J'."z = 0

Jex =0 (4.31)

Jey = Hx".f(z)

.:7ez = 0

Using relations (4.31) and (4.10) we get

M(K) =. k3 Ex Q(K/J /(2)

tV (K) = k3 E/ (K;) K2.} - l<JA:, lix'" (IV) K2)

0(1<) = -Iy Ex
q
(K,) Kz) - 1<2Ey

Q (f<,) K,)

II) Slot along the yz-plane
we have
.:7m = Zq X n

= (<i;,E"qr a,E/ r cizEz~ x Q: J(x)

=- (a,Ez.Q - Q~,Ey~ l(~)

(4.32)

(4.33)

and

7e = ii. x H'"
= .ax X (0" f1~Qr ilz flza) d (x)
= -ClyflzQJ(x)
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Therefore,we have.

.7mx = 0

Jmy = £z"'J(x)

JmZ = -Ey"'S(X)

Jex = 0

J~y = - ITz" d(")
J~z = Cl

Using relations (4.35) and (4.10) we.get

4.5. Solution for a NarrowRectangular Slot along the z-axis

(4.35)

(4.36)

Field distribution at the aperture of a narrow rectangular slot along z-

axis exci ted by a plane wavewill have all the field componentsexcept lk a =0

(chapter-2) •

1) Slot along the yz -plane

we have

:7"", = £"xn
= (Q;,.£x" r Oy E/ TiizEt) I( if,; J(x)

= «'fy q" - iiz. Ejq) £(x)
(4.37)

and

;;Te :: 71 X Ii"
= a.;. x (0;, ITx" + or liy"j J'(x)

= Qz IT/'J(x)
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Therefore, we have

:7""x =0

:7",z = - Ey'" J(x)

J", Y = E;/ Jex)

Jex =0 (4.39)
J,,)' " 0

:fez. " II/J(x)

Using'relations (4.39) and (4.10) we get

N (/<) = ~/ £/ (~2.,K3)

o (K) = /<; Ezq
(1<:2./~3)- <.J/to II; (k2, 1~3)

II) Slot along the xz-plane
we have
J,.,., = i Q Xay b ('I)

= (iix ExQ + 17)'E/ + Qz EzQ) x Oy J(Y)

= (-o"EzQ "'Cl~ExQ) ,f(y)

and ~

(4.40)

(4.41)

Je = ii X;;;'
" 'Qy x (iix /I"q ". ay 11/) $ry)

= -a;. /Ix"UY)
(4.42)

Therefore we have
;:1mx = - E~Q,f(y)

:7>-"'7 = 0
;:I".,Z = E/ J ('I)
:7<!){ = 0

:7,,)' = 0

Jez = - 11/' J('I)
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Using relations (4.43) and (4.10) we get

M(K) = .k2 Exq (Xi) K3)

!v(t<) = -K3Ez"'(IY,K3)-XiEx"(IY)K3)

arK) = I<zEzQ(J<i,K3) r tofroh';(K"K3)

4.6. Discussion

(4.44)

In the above we have found a solution in integral form of the field out~
side a slot assrnning the sources as equivalent" magnetic and electric current
sheets in the slot. For various slot positions with respect to the static mag-
netic field" the equivalent electric and magnetic currents "were obtained. "In
the next chapter the field integrals will be evaluated by taking residues and
saddle points.
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CHAPTER 5

Closed Form Evaluation of the Radiation Field
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5.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter the field integrals were derived in triple
Fourier Integral forms and can not be generally evaluated in closed forms.
The integrands contain pole and branch point singularities which must be in-
vestigated separately. For pole-singularities it is necessary to employ
residue evaluation. Asymptotic techniques should be applied .for obtaining
the radiation field or far' field in closed form. One of the integrals is
evaluated by taking residue with respect to the wave number parallel .to the
slot axis. The remaining field integrals are evaluated by two dimensional
saddle points.

5.2. Residue Evaluation. of an Integral

From the Fourier transforms of.the field components given by(4.12)-
(4-14),the inverse Fourier transformers are

::(z;p/ll Z(K)

clef~

- jkjx-j/<1. y-j /(32-
e

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

One of the integrals can be evaluated by taking residue with respect to the
wave number parallel to the.slot axis. The residue evaluation requires that
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A

det ?I be factorized in terms of the wave numbers parallel to the slot axis.

5.2.1. Residue Evaluation for Slot along the x-axis

f-
In terms of the x-directed wave numbers det A can be expressed as

T-
wheree,-corresponds to the )(.-modewave nUmbersin the :!: x-directions

and IIIcorresponds to the O:-modewave numbers in the :!: x directions.

Referring to equatinns (5.3), the k, - integral is given by taking residues
+ "+ + - .,. -

at k,...•ft:- and k,•.•ft'•.-remembering the facts that t't, =-t'J, and th = -1';•.

EK(', Y, z)

£z(x,y,z)

where

=
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5.2.2. Residue Evaluation for Slot along they-axis

In terms of the y~irected wave numbers

det $. =i -1<;,').-("2(1<2-~,+) (1<2.-~;) (I<rf,/)( K2-1',.;),.,
(5.10)

the Q,modewave numbers, in the ! y-direction.

. +.
Where~; correspond

.+
and Ii.- correspond to

to the t-mode wavenumbers in the ! y-direction

Referring to equations (5.1) - (5.3) the k2 - integral is evaluated by taking.. ,
residues at k2.t;i,k2~i for y>LO

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

where

(5.14)

(5.15)

~ - ""-

It can be noted that P,,;t-~, and t'i.7'fi. for arbitrary 0(. ,indicating that

there is no propagation synmetry between +y and -y directions.
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5.2.3. Residue Evaluation for Slot along the z-axis

In ~erms of the z-directed wave numbers

(5.16 )

, ~ 4Where ('3'- corresponds to the 'f;-modewave numbers in the t z-direction and "'32

corresponds to the O-mode wave numbers in the:!" z-direction. Referring to
~ .•equations(5.1)-(5.3) , the k3- integral is given by taking residues at k3~~i,k.~1i

for z,;zO.

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)

(5.21)

and for arbitrary ~ indicating the lack of
propagation symmetry between +z and '-z directions •
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5.3 Evaluation of the far field

The double Fourier integrals in art 5.2 can be evaluated asymptotically
by the method of saddle points'. The method is briefly described in appendix-E.
An asymptotic evaluation of these field integrals requires evaluation of two
dimensional saddle points such that the phase is minimum with respect 'to the
transverse wave number i.e.

where ~=k,X+k2y+k3Z is the phase of each wave and k.=(k."k'2) is the
transverse wave number which is (k2,k3),(k3,k1) and (kl,k2) for slots along
x,y and z,directions respectively.

The contribution of the saddle points to the magnitude of each wave of
-jl"type e is given by Matin et al. [3]

/1 -
2/7

- ( (5.23)

where k'18,k.2. are the two dimensional saddle 'points satisfying equation
(5.22) for a stationary phase of the propagating waves.

The phase is determined by

oC = ~)fP r;;(Kf/~'/<'12S)'fj ::{Sf?l :~t'r flS

- ( dK;/:~dKIHyj ;:;,J) ]
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~l'-' ;JIVThe expressions for --- ---
CI/<fI5 ;JK~2S

etc. for slots in different directions

;J'VIV

d/«~15
are shoWn in

.o'VlV

d k~/5o)(f,.

Appendix-E

The saddle points can be determined either by solving equation (5.22) or
graphically from the wave surfaces. Only those saddle points for which the
wave numbers are real, yield propagating wave contribution to the radiation
field; the field associated with complex wave numbers is exponentially damped
and will not be considered for the radiation field.

For plane wave analysis in the xy- and xz-planes the saddle points are
determined by the real roots of the characteristic equation setting ~ and k.
equal to zero respectively in equation (2.15). In the two cases there is a
synnnetry of wave surfaces for an arbitrary inclination of the static magnetic
field. For studying waves in the yz-plane the detennination of the saddle
points from the characteristic equation is analytically difficult for ar-
bitraryo(due to the presence of the cross terms k.k. ,k.'~2 ,k.'k. ,k.k.' etc.
Alternati vely these can be determined graphically from the wave mnllber sur-
faces in the k.-k. plane for an arbitrary inclination of the static magnetic
field.The field integrals are obtained asymptotically in closed form:

~Xns Mn.s o(nsL Ons
n::/~2-

~ Y7zs f\1ns c(nsL Dns
n=I,2
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I=-------
1/7'-""'" €;, 2,:3

,\ Zn$/'17t5 1:(,,$L ])ns

n= 1,2

(5.27)

where Xn• ,Yn• ,Zn. and Dn• are the values of X(P), Y( P ) ,Z( P) and D( P) at
saddle points respectively The subscripts n=1,2 refer to mode no.1 and
mode no.2 respectively and 10'02,3 stand for slots along x,y, and z axes
respectively.

5.4. Discussion

The field integrals of a slot antenna in anisotropic plasma as derived in
chapter-4 have been evaluated by residue theorem and saddle point method.
This evaluation have been done for plasma parameters corresponding to the
region (a) in the CMA diagram where the wave nUlllbersurfaces have regular
shapes permitting the saddle point evaluation. The other regions of CMA.diagram
which contain turning points, saddle point method can not be applied in a
straight forward manner. The magnetic field components can be obtained readily
from the electric field components. In the next chapter the power density
will be calculated by evaluating the Poynting vector.
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CHAPTER 6

Radiation Pattern of a Slot Antenna in an
Anisotropic Plasma
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6.1 Introduction

With the closed form evaluation of the.radiation field given in the pre-
vious chapter we are now at a stage to calculate the radial component of the
Poynting vector. In this chapter the computation of the Poynting power flow in
various directions has been carried out to find the radiation pattern of a
slot along different axis and planes at arbitrary angles with respect'to the
static magnetic field.

6.2 Calculation of the Radiation Pattern

Magnetic field components Hz ,Hy,Hz are obtained from Maxwell's equations
in terms of Ez,Ey,Ez as derived in chapter-5 .. The field components are then
transformed into spherical co-ordinates using the transformations:

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

Then the time averaged poynting vector is calculated from

(6.5)

A computer program for the directional power pattern is run by an IBM-
4331 .VM at the BUET Computer Center for evaluating the .radiation pattern of a
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Slot placed along the x,y and z-axes. The computed power intensity is normal-
ized by the maximum power density of a half-wavelength slot antenna in free
space and expressed in decibel by

db= /%q :
(flO l'T'mc

(6.6)

where P,mo is the maximum power density for-a half-wavelength slot radiating
in free space~

6.3. Radiation Pattern of a Slot along the x-axis Lying in the xy -plane

In this case the angle of radiation is calculated from the saddle points
by

(6.7)

for xy plane pattern and

For xz-plane pattern

Using the procedure stated above normalized power in db is computed for a
half wavelength slot placed along the x-axis lying in the xy-plane. Power pat-
tern is plotted for xy and xz -plane for_various inclination of the static
magnetic field and is illustrated in figs. 6.1 - 6.2

It is found that the radiation is dominated by the o-mode with negligible
radiation in the form of X-mode. A very shari> beam is radiated symmetrically
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SLOT ALONG X-AXIS
XV-PLANE PATTERN
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I
1

Fig.6.l Normalized radiation pattern in the xy-plane with o{=oo ,300 ,600 ,900

for a slot along the x-axis lying in the xy-plane.
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x SLOT ALONG X-AXIS.
XZ-PLANE PATTERN

c! Z

Fig.6.2 Normalized radiation pattern in the xz-plane with 0(=00,300,600,900

for a slot along the x-axis lying in the xy-plane. The dotted. patt-
ern is the image of the solid pattern since radiation is considered
in the anisotropic half-space over the ground plane filling the re-

gion z>O.
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about the y-axis in the xy-plane and about the z-axis in the xz-plane. The
peaks are at perpendicular directions ~ith respect to the plane wave excita-
tion at the slot aperture. In both the cases there is a slight variation in
db power with the change of inclination of the static magnetic field which is
due to the fact that while the static magnetic field rotates in the yz -plane
it remains always perpendicular to the slot axis. The slight variation in the
radiation pattern can, therefore, be attributed to the variation of inclina-
tion of the static magnetic field.with respect to the ground plane.

6.4. Radiation Pattem of a Slot along the y-axis lying in the xy plane

In this case the angle of radiation. is calculated from the saddle .points
by

(6.9)

for xy plane pattern and

.(6.10)

for yz plane pattern

The xy-plane pattern is shown in Fig.6.3. For the yz-plane the saddle points
were determined graphically from the plot of wave surfaces shown in Fig.6.4.
The corresponding pattern is shown in Fig.6.5. Fig.6.3 indicates that a sharp.
beam is radiated symmetrically about the x-axis in the xy-plane. This ten-
dency is also observed in the yz-plane pattern (Fig.6.5) for 0(=00 and 900•
But for ()(=300 and lX=600 the beam maxima is slightly tilted from the z-axis
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SLOT ALONG Y-AXIS
XY- PLANE PATTERN

.~

Fig.6.3 Normalized radiation pattern in the xy-plane with 0(=0. ,30. ,60. ,90.
for slot along the y~axis lying in the xy-plane.
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Fig.6.4.' Wave nUIllUersurfaces in the yz-plane
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-~--_. ------ -.
SLOT ALONG Y- AXIS
vi:- PL ANE PATTERN

oo z

Fig.6.5 Normalized power pattern in the yz-plane with 0(=0. ,30. ,60. ,90.
for slot along the y-axis lying in the xy-plane, The dotted pa-
ttern is the image of the solid pattern sinceradiatioh is con-
sidered in the anisotropic half-space over the ground plane fi-
ling the region z>O.
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This is due to the lack of propagation synnnetry in the yz-plane for ar-
bitrary 0(. Figs. 6.3 and 6.5 indicate also that the power pattern is quite
sensitive to the variation of the angle IX. Along the x-axis the.minimum
power is radiated for CX=900 and the maximum for (;(=0° . Plot shows that the
latter case is identical to the case of radiation along the y-axis from an x-
directed slot with o(=O~

6.5. Rndiation Pattern of a Slot along the z-axis lying the yz-plane

In this case the angle of radiation in the yz plane is given by

tall 19= _ uK3j
~~~O

and the angle of radiation in the xz-plane is given by
(6.11 )

tan. 19 = - (6.12)

The xz-plane pattern for 0<. = 0° , 30° ,60° , and 900 is shown in Fig.
6.6 and the yz -plane pattern is illustrated in Fig. 6.7 for DC =0°,30° ,600
and 90° . For DC=300 and 60° an analytical solution for the characteristic
equation (2.15) could not be obtained because of the appearance of the cross
terms involving k33 and k3 . Hence the saddle points were obtained graphically
from Fig.6,4. In this case also the arbitrary direction of the static magnetic
field tilts the beam direction slightly away from the y-axis due to the lack
of propagation synnnetry in the yz-plane.
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SLOT ALONG'Z-MIS
XZ-PLANE PATTERN

Z
0"

x

Fig.6.6 Normalized power pattern, in the xz-plane with 0(=00 ,300 ,600 ,900

for slot along the z-axis lying in the yz-plane. The dotted pa~
ttern is the image of the solid pattern since radiation is con-
sidered in the anisotropic half space over the ground plane fil-

,ling the region x>O.
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Fig.6.7

Z 0o

~Ol Al.OUG Z-AXIS
YZ-PLANE PAT TERN

Nornalized power pattern in the. yz-plane with 0(=00,300,600,900

for slot along the z-axis lying in the yz-plane.
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6.6. Discussion

Numerical results and plots of directional pattern show that two sharp
beams of power is radiated from a narrow rectangular slot in an anisotropic
medium. One beam is along the ground plane in a direction perpendicular to the
slot axis and the other in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the slot. No
power is radiated along the axis of the slot.This highly' directive radiation
is dominated by the Q-mode power The X-mode radiation is quite negligible
compared to the Q-mode radiation. The variation in inC'lination of the static
magnetic field with respect to the ground plane of the slot does not effect
the radiation pattern significantly for the x-directed slot with the static
magnetic field in the yz-plane . For slots along y and z-axes considerable ef-

$'"',

fect of the inclination of the static magnetic field on the radiatibn pattern
can be observed. Also an arbitrary inclination of the static magnetic field
can tilt the beam maxima slightly away from the z and y-directions for slots
along y and z-axes re~pectively.
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CHAPTER 7

General Discussions and Conclusions
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In the above an investigation has been carried out to find the radiation
from a slot antenna in an anisotropic plasma with the static magnetic field
in an arbitrary direction. For this purpose the polarization of plane waves at
an .arbitrary direction. with respect to the static magnetic field has been
stud.ied. The results have been used to determine the plane wave excitation in
narrow rectangular slots radiating in such medium.

The field distribution in the slot aperture has been derived assuming a
transverse electric excitation. Both ordinary and extra-ordinary modes of ex-
citation with sinusoidal electric field distribution were found to exist in
the slot aperture. Derivation. of the field distribution in the slot aperture
enabled us to find the full-Maxwell field in the medium resulting from the
plane wave excitation of the slot. The field is obtained in triple Fourier in-
tegral form. One of the integrals was tackled by residue evaluation with
respect to the wave number parallel to the slot axis .It was found that the
waves are dispersed into the ordinary and the .extraordinary modes of propaga-
tion - a phenomenon that is predictable also from the characteristic equation
of the medium. In an xyz co-ordinate system if the static magnetic field is
at-bitrarily inclined in the yz-plane, a lack of field symmetry takes place in
this plane.

For obtaining the radiation field of the antenna the remaining double
Fourier integral was asymptotically obtained by the saddle point method. The
saddle points are the real solutions of the characteristic equation and were
used to find the magnitude and direction of power flow from the antenna.
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.Using the far field components, the radial component of the power flow
vector was obtained. The numerical results of the radial power flow were
plotted to obtain the directional power pattern of a slot antenna placed at
different angular positions with respect to the.static magnetic field. Cal~
culations were carried out for the (a) region of the CMA diagram where the
asymptotic field theory by saddle point method is valid for both the ordinary
and the extra-ordinary modes of propagation.

Some interesting electromagnetic phenomena were observed from the plot of
the numerical radiation pattern of slot antennas radiating in an anisotropic
plasma. For a narrow rectangular slot along the x-axis with the static mag-
netic field arbitrarily directed in the yz-plane, the variation in inclina-
tion of the static magnetic field does not significantly influence the radia-
tion pattern. However, for an y-directed slot significant change in the
radiation pattern can be observed with the change of inclination of the static
magnetic field in the y-z plane. Similarly significant variation in the
radiation. pattern can be observed in the xz-plane pattern for a z~irected
slot lying in the yz-plane.!n both the cases the beam maxima are slightly
tilted from the z and y-axes for arbitrary inclination of the static magnetic
field in the yz-plane causing a lack of propagation symmetry in this plane.

The most interesting feature is that a strong pencil beam is radiated
from the slot along the ground plane in a direction transverse to the slot
axis and another pencil beam is radiated perpendicular to the plane of the
slot. The inaXimum intensity of these pencil beams has been found to be about
66 db compared with the maximum intensity of a similar slot radiating in free
space. These indicate that there may be concentrated field regions in the
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directions perpendicular to the slot aperture. If such type of phenomena
occurs physically in a plasma environment it will be helpful in plasma heat-
ing as well as in communication using very low frequency during the re-entry
blackout period of the space vehicle.

In conclusion it can be said that the results should be experimentally
verified for confirmation of the theory. The impedance of the antenna also
remains to be a major problem for further investigation.
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APPENDIX -A

Derivation of the relative pennittivity tensor
,\,
q, by rotation of axis .

'"
Cj:> from the tensor

For static magnetic field in the z'-direction the relative pennittivity
tensor with reference to the x y'; -system is given by :

o

-jei

1:1

o

o

o

C3

(A-I)

The xyz-system in Fig.2.1 is related to the x / ,Y z system by the
transformations:

yl = Y coso(- z sino<

Zl = Z cos 0( + y sin 0(

(A-2)

(A-3)

= (050<_<1_
;>y (A-4)
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Now we have
.. ... """, - ...

V X /I = ) c.>"0 €r E

a. Oy <i:' (', -)&/ 0 Ex
(A-6)

;> <J <J
:: ) to) ,"0 )(/ <'I £,'.X dY' J2.' 0 ,

11" II' 11/ 0 0 fi .Ez/y

The co-factor of a. is given by

1his by (A-2)-(A-5) becomes

(cosC(;y

or

The co-factor of ay/ is given by

(A-a)

d Ii"
<lZ'
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This by (A-2) (A-5) become

The co~factor of a.1

By (A-2) - (A-5) this becomes

(A-7 )

= jtvco€3'(EzCcso( + Eys,.",,,)
or

'dHy _ s/7J 0( dh'z .,...Cos 0:>( ~ r s/n 0( dH"
CoSc( ~)< ;;x 0'( az

(A-8)

Multiplying (A-7) by sin\)(.and (A-8) by cosli( and adding

((0 S'(,( rSJ7J ~) ~II.;_ (Cc s"'(1(' r S/n -v"'!J a~H:

=j""€'o fj~/ccso( Ex + (CICoS"d rC3'S/nY ••)cy f.(c~/-~)s/nl«'oso(]
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Again (A-8). x cosl)<. - (A-7) x sinD< gives

(A-c)

Equations (A-a); (A-b). (A-c) can be arranged in the following form

/Ix

or

11'1

-2;)Z

flz.

<:/ -jbl

Ez.

/

. " -V X /I =: ) C.J to C'r E

Hence the transformed dielectric tensor is
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,.

where

"'2 ~ (;1C" s'V0<'" + '",/ 5/?7 ""oe

1'3 ~ 61 s/n'Vo(+ 1[3' COs'Voe

/

61 : (''1 Co s <K

,
65 ~ S/n 0<-

66 ~ (c-{- 61) S/n.c Cos&(
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APPENDIX - B

Derivation of WaveMatrix and L'haracteristic Equation

__ -jk:"
For a plane wave of the fonn E ~ Eo e equation (2-Ilt) can be writ-

te'O as

i or

(B-1)

"-?I is the wavematrix.

(B-2)

(B-3)

(B-4)

Now

El(k)
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Then

kXkXi(k) =

"'z

Using relation (B-5) , (B-1) can be written as

(B-5)

1<11<2

1<1/<2.

1<21<.3

Ex (I<)
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h(l<)



. .. . 'l- EX(k).>\i K,l -) "'1 ~ "11<3 -t) 'f> k"

"..... '- "-I<y - /<3 + "2. I«. 1<,,1<3r4;I<." Ey'(k) =-/\ £(k) = 0

'l- _ I<; '1.:: I<". 'l-r g 1«.'- EZ(k)1<2.k3 -I- E,; / •••

oY'
/0/3

where

=
/\31

712. 2. ;;12.3

The inverse wave matrix can be computed by Cramer's rule

A
A
--"del A

(B-7)

where

'"A -

"A AA is the adjoint and det A is the determinant of the wave matrix A

A/3

1121
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where

A/2 = /1'3 ).32. - ).'2/.33

where

C2 = dl-'( (0 SV0(- ('3/6)

. C3 = 6/1-"( sl,,"YO( - ('J/ €'-I)

The dispersion equation or the characteristic equation is given by

A

det A = 0 .
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APPENDIX - C

Plane WavePropagation along ilnd parallel to the. Static Magnetic Field.

With the static magnet1c field 110 in z' - direction Maxwell's equa-
J (,Vf

tions in the x yf zl system with e variation of field components become,

ii; •

Ex

and

Oz' o

(C-I)

/Ix
/

Ny o o

o

,
£z.

(C-2)

For plane wave traveling along 110

p
.--=0

d)< which gives
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o

or

o

/
£y

,
(C-3)

Again

a

(C-4) .

(C-5)

(C-6)

o

Nx

or

o

o

= j t.J~.

a o

o (C-7)
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(C-9)

(C-10)

Using C-4) to (C-9) we get

='dZ' 2-

(C-ll)

(C-12)

The above equations can be written in the following fonn

EX "/
. ,

Ex:)"1 0

I<';/- E/ - . /
E/ Ey) 1'1 0A;,'- )' -

(C-13)
,

0 0 0 E3 0

which can be further arranged as
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o

. /

-:.J ('1

o

o

o

a

"

o

o

o

(C-14)

Then the characteristic equation is

A;).'- v. ')\'3 = jy, ((=I::f 6, (C-15)

Then for Q.-mode /(3' " :T 1<Ov{:1 + t<./ (C-16)

/

:t ko1k-~;and for x~ mode /(3 = (C-17)

From (C-14)-(C-17)

/,,> Ey =

or



For plane wave perpendicular to Ho

For a plane wave along x-direction,

Then from (c-l) and .(c-2) we have

=0 , .2. =0
;;2.'

I

or
o = !Ix

o

/
£1

o

(C-16)

(C-17)

,
dEy = -) ""';I;, liz' (C-18)~

And
-, -, /

Q)' 0y q.z. £3; :)f-1 0 Ex

d
0 " j t<J€o

. / ,
oX 0 )€'1 (;'; 0 £1

/

h/z'
, E"Z'/ix fly 0 0 103
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/
, "Jlly . /'~ = .JtVG;6 Ez

Using (C-17) and (C-21) we get

Using (C-18), (C-19) and (C-20)

and

we get

(C-19)

(C-20)

(C-21)

(C-22)

(C-23)

(C-24)

From (C-22) and (C-24) the wave mnnbers are given by .

which represent o-mode

~ = +
"/ - which represent X-mode
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APPENDIX - D

Pbne Waves al<mg. I\x"bitI"!U7Directi(.'n

With static magnetic field HO along zl-direction in the yz plane
making angle eX. with
write Maxwell's equation

,
2-
JZ

the z-direction of the x y z system
-jwf

with e variation surpressed
(fig 2.1)

(D-1)

we can

Ex

and

Ez

liz

("/

ES £2.

(0-2)

For plane wave travelling along the y-dii'ction

Here l = 0, ~ =0
iJ >' ;JZ

so that
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-
C/)<

a

£y

or

o

;rEx " 1>-. u-- = -t' w/'O "Z"I '-"

o (0-3 )

(D-4)

(D-5)

(D-6)
From Maxwell's second. curl equation

-"-y

o

or

a

o

liz.

=j<JEo )~ (0-7)
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Fromequations (0-4),(0-6).(0-8) and (0-10) we get

(0-9 )

(0-10)

(0-11)

Equations (0-9),(0-11) and (0-12) can be arranged as

(0-12)

a

E2.

(0-13)

,.

Whichcan be wri tten as
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E" e/ -j€-~ .Jc, Ex

K,>-
<2- £7 (D-14). k">- 0 = )0, <"6

-;)f, <". (53 £2

•

This can be written as

=

.0

o

o

(0-15)

The characteristic equation is given by

det [M]=O which gives

~ (£2.+(':5) - "t.";c 1: Vt;U2.+f-3) -('.i'co.~'l:. "1€-"<?/(t;"'::. ('l'-)
2£2-

(0-16)

From (0-14) we can write
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"I
-1

o

£z.

. (0-17)

€, -j~ )f, 1'111 132.1 <"31

) "1
I

€z. €6 = AI2- 1322- (32
e!eft:£~]

"j<-S ~ ~3 /1/3 1323 (33

07le!
/

Itll= f/f3

equation (0-17) becomes
. / r
) IYE3 (oS-<

(X.!/(,.,-)

=~'(€;~f1':J
o (0-18)
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or

Px =

Ey =

(0-19)

(0-20)

From equation (0-21) we have

(0-21)

Ez. =
,'/ "1.-) ('1~?> S/", c( k" Ex

(~;\:-q,l-) (k"~3' - k2.") 1'kL..•...(o/" ~'::-"/f3) 5/"-V<'C.
(D-22)

Substituting equation (0-22) into equation (0-20) we get

. /'1.- ",....... "..)-:J ('1 K.. ("OS c( (k. '"3" Ie" ex
k" .•...[(9"=. €I') (k,,'\.-~3-1<2.') l' k,.Y9 -= ('l ':.96) s/"-v-<J

Equation (0-19) gives

(0-23)

E)( =
_j E./5/" e(. k,,'1-

1<" •••••( l,"=- 6f ') - K" "€,!
(D-24 ).

Using equation (0-24) in equation (0-24) we have
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For Plane Wavein z-direction

;x =0 , ;;.. =0 which gives

"'y

o

or

o

Ey £2

(0-26)

"dE" .n = -) Nj4, Ny

o "lfz.

and

('I )€s

(0-27)

(0-28)

(0-29)

•

o o

o

(0-30)
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From equations (0-27),(0-28),(0-31),(0-32) we can write
'v,.;l cy _ v.
~ - --:-. (J6tEx + ez.Gy+El.£z)

=> k3"vE7 = /(.'>-- (j €-.,E x r t2 £7 r f6 G:)

Equations (0-33),(0-34),(0-35) can be arranged as

(0-32)

(0-33)

(0-34)

(0-35)

or

. E~

o

;:

t/

90

(0-36)



o

)6t := o

o.

(0-37)

or [M] [E] =0

Characteristics equation is given by

det [M]=O which gives

(0-38)

Equation (0-36) , may be wri tten as

E,c <0/ -:]6, .)(5
-1

E"

v
£7 K3 .

.~~= )~ E2.. F711;;>-

o
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-j "",'~ s/nO(

£'1

Ez o

From equation (0-39) we can write

Ex = (0-40)

From equation (0-40) we get

j br/ e", SO( ~ '-

I<;,-"-Ui ~ €/lj - K3Vtl

Using equation (0-43). in equation (0-42) we have
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Ez. =
-v .

k3 SLM.,t::«('O'!la

k.",,:E3;
(0-44)

Again from equation (0-41) we have

-j 6;' (3' ~ 5,,( f<3'"V

E)'= *""'("{('7'=-6(') -k3-V!!~':..6f1j.s;.,~-<+c,("3'C" ••-V4
E" (0-45)

From equation (0-40) we can write

'"'v. "r."""" ,/1.., ."... '"1<. €? '-<!O/ -'1i./ -1<3 e/(3

; ...; ("3' k3-"-
(0-46)

Using equation (0-46) in equation (0-42) we have
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• APPENDIX - E

E-l Saddle Point Methodof Integration

Under certain conditions complex integrals of the type

(E-l)

can be evaluated approximately by the method of saddle-point integration. The

key conditions are that f' be a large numbercompared to unity and sV(h). whose

magnitude is of the order of unity. have an extreme value at a certain point
,

h. J so that sV(h~) = o. The function f(h) is assumed to be a slowly vary'-

ing function in the neighborhood of h. Weconsider 4>(h)to be an analytic

function of the complex variable h = l+ j~ so that

then u and v satisfy the Cauchy-Riemannrelations

(E-3)

thehas

the neighbor-

surfacetheor
A three-dimensional plot of the surface z=1I('l' lZ) shows that in

C, = f.. andhood of the point h = ho
shape of a saddle because
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as a result of the Cauc~Reirnann relations. The family of curves described by

V(~,>z):: c

for different. values of c has the appearance shown in Fig. E-1 in the neigh-

borhood of the saddle point. where lJ'. ~ U (~., 'Co)

f

, ..•,

. Fig. E-1 :The family of curves described by v(~/1.)=c.

The above description also applies to the function u (~ ~ ). and the

family of curves corresponding to u{£,'l)= const. are orthogonal to those

shown in Fig.E.1 Wenowchange the path of integration such that the con-

tour would pass through ho and follow. a path corr,esponding to

!.l('€.., 1) = u.

in the neighborhood of the saddle point. A section of this path is shown in

Fig.E.1 by the dotted line, Under that condition the original integral can be

written in the form
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The function
_pl!
e has a significant value along a small segment of the

path near the saddle point. Thus we may approximate. the function j(h) by a

series expansion in the neighborhood of h.
three terms, that is, .

by 'retaining only the first

For the slowly varying function f(h) it can be replaced by f(ho).The original
integral, then, can be approximated by

(E-5)

This can be simplified if we let
jo<..

A -1,0 = S e

then

. .

In order to confine the path of integration along the contour u = Uo the
angle oC must be so chosen that
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Under this condition, (E-5) reduces to

(E-6)

where y= /.:110/. The last integral can be evaluated by a change of variable to

and in the limit as

becomesvery large we obtain [34]

(E-7)

Let us consider an integral of

Starting with the integration of K,

by

. ~ .

If. -)1<1" -j /<1 Y -.) Pi!
the form ') L (kl, k:L, p) e cI "I cfl<2,

-"",we have the saddle points. . determined

J

or - ZX = "dP.
JI</!;

(E-8)
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and contribution to each saddle point k'8 is

8
' _\J~r'-

The integration now becomes

For the k2_integration ,the saddle points aredetennined by

(E-9)

(E-lO)

(E-H)

Differentiation of (E-ll) gives

=0 (E-l2)

Again usi~ (E-l2) we can write

. (E-l3)

Therefore, contribution frOm each two dimensional saddle point is given by

2fT

=
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and the integration becomes

where

0(= Exp

E-2 Some Useful Derivatives

E.2.a For slot along the x-axis

The phase.of each wave is given by
Taking the first derivative of ~ with respect to k3 ,the saddle points are
detennined by

01-
;,'" = /x/2!1L + 2 : o.
a!\'3 ak3

=) _ dt7/01- =-.2:.- = Co,LCf)
ak3 1"/

Now utilizing the characteristic equation (equation (2.15l) we find that

-v 3 /" 1.-.... -v "\.- 1.-
{3 = 2 (0/ 1</ +. ('l <"21</1<"2.. + (o/{3 1<1/<'3 + 2.€/ q; 1</1<2.1<3 - '7.! I<. */ + E7 /<'2. 1</

'V-v 3... v+ ~ /<'3 1</ - fl /</ I<" + C/ €-I"" /</
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and

with respect to k, we have

= _ / E + D ('),k, ) -;-L ~Ko

1-- .,.

=/X/#P'I
J,k3 '-

J 1<',

)1<3
differentiating

where
~ ~ ~ ~ ~.E = ~I 61y + <01(31<2 + (71</ + "" 62 I<~ + 661 (31<3 + 6"7 q g2./<3

'l- "V '1- "1-
-1L,I<. -Q(3/(" -rC3"i/<;"

f) = 4 f, (3 kl 1<'3 r 4 f, f, 1<1 k2- -r 4-0/~ *3

v 1.- 'l- '"1- '1- v "),.L..-: '"l.- 3 '"l- 'l-
C = ~(] IY -r- q IC2 k~ + ~ C3 k3 + 2"1 f, K2.k3 - '1! 1<., + (7 1<2 + ICI 1<3 - "'I i\:O -;- C'/I A:;,

Taking the first derivative of' ~ with respect to k2 the saddle points are
determined by

-I-
-aY- "/)(/;) fil -f Y ="
)/<2 .1<2-

=> _ 'dI'1,+ =L = irn <P
J1<2. IX/

Now from characteristic equation we get

, ~/</I
.;Ik2- Iy_~~,+

. k2. -» I<z. S

where

v ~' •......'V 30 "1- ")...-: .,...F= Ei<"",Iy K2- + Ei "'61y 1<:3 + <"i /<y 1<2- -r 2.<",(2k2. -f.;. "'31<2./<3 + 3'7Q 1<•.. 1<3 -11<.1<2-

+ 61 f", K3'Vk2- + 9 "',I<l - "1-vIC",k,,'V 1<'2.- ";""'61<3,..,1--+ C'•..E? I.;, 'VI<<.. + <;. "'11<3' Ao'1--

and

'=!x/

differentiating with respect to k2 we have
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+ 6(.2&-) +
~K>-

where

.1'1 -)1':/
k 2.. -) 1<2- ~

we know

with respect to k, we have

6c
2

where

po::

E.2.b. For slot along the y-axis

The phase of each wave is determined by Y' = k,)( + r;.f (••• Ii!) IY/+ k32

Taking the first derivatives of ~ with respect to k" the saddle points are
determined by
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Now from characteristic equation (equation 2.15) we have

'V :> •.• '1-- A. f 'V/I,=- 2/C/K; + ,,/1'2./</1~2 -t-1'/(3/<//':3 -f2"'6/<,kz./<3-J'VI«, XI
"V -v -,.- 3'V C ,"V+ (3, ('-2/<, +"1 /<11<3 - 9 ko }(I + I/CI '<0 /<1

"V ,,-.- "V :3 "" -v + ~ L',,")... 'Vk(3, -= ('//C2/y 1<2..+"/f61<,/~+~1 loy 1<2-+ 2.~/1'2.I<2. + ""3'<3}(2- :3 1'6"31<2. - rul<o 2-

-I- 1':'''2.1<3v-X2. + ~I (3, /Czl _ <:'-"-"2 /«, "/<2. - ('-;'~ 1<:3""'''-:.C2. IE,1<."VI<;2.-r e.., 1':1/<:31<0'"12

and

differentiating wi Lh .respect La 1<. we have

"'\..-v 1.- '1.- "l- '"l-e,= 1"<2.1<; + q Iy +6(](lJ(~ +~/(31<3 +66,f,1<2k3-7.:I<.
-I- E, (2. 1<3'1.-_ f-t vI' 2. 1<0•.• + C'2. (-Ik., •....

1-D, = 4",1'2. K;}(2. + '1qq, 1<1/<3 -f '" 1'1 1<, /~L

C ,-"Y. "\- ,,1- 1- ••...c-, =- b 9 1<, + €-T 2.1<2 + "I (-31<3 + 2.qq 1<2.1<3 - ~k~

'V:'"l- ").... ~ > 'l,..... "1-+ "7 I<~ + "'/ k3 - IE, 1<:" + COl "/ 1<0 .

Taking first derivative of
given by,

IV '<IiLh respect to k. , the saddle points are

Cof tS'

Now characteristic equation gives
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where

F=
I

and

Differentiation of

"where

~I= 20EcIy" r 2~("c3k21<3 'r 3 t(qk2 '-r 2 {702 k2*3 + 3 <74 k:>~ i]q tlO"-f ~:J.f'7f«,"7
" ~ ""

~"'L-'" "1,- 'V'l- k1.- "Ii, = 0/'-3"'/ + ~c-3/<2 + ~ 1"1 + Got 6. l. -I- bt(f3/<3 + b9q,l<2,1<3

- >(" K...•...:.. ?""'<'3/«. "'+ C~ ~(I<o "l..-

we !mown
U = /Y/ u + X
~I«" 'Iy

then
-a"V¥- d"f
d I<i ~/<3 = / lJI ~/'I :),1:'3

differentiation of o/~ with respect "to k. gives
'J/(i"

[j + cJC':;,) ( ~Z;)+ ~ ( ':;') + :,e::jj/;0'
where

E.2.c. For slot along the z-axis
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The phase of each wave is given b~' If' = /</ X + /<2 't +1" ( 1"., / ..,. f?,,/ ) Z-

Taking the first derivative of If' with respect to k, • the saddle points are
determined by

2:t:. _ "df>
,1<, - X +/z/ n",

=) _ of> = J!... = i<o) <9
,1<; 12/ .

Now from characteristic equation

~
3 /II-I,1<, = - n

k3 -'>1" J. 1<3 -)1"
~I 4 Xis 1<, ~ /<, s.

where
Ill- = 2~/v-ki3+ q"'2.I</I<2.1.-+"'/61<3'V/<1 + 2 ~/q;1<//<2.K3 - >u 1r.,'V1</

'V 'V v- '>- 3 v- ~ r L- '>-r+ €7 1<2. k/ + 67 1<3 1<1 - E1 I••• 1<;. + '--I""' ". ~/

and

= /z/

differentiating with respect to k, we get

where

c~=<", f31<1'- + ~ f3 1<2.":"+ E,:1<t 1-- .,. ~ f2.-I<2":"+69 f3k3":" + b9 f,I<2./<3 - l' ko L-

- qv-~3ko>-- + C39k.1-
'V

D = 4 "'/ f3/<; /<'3 + 46] (f,1'1k2.. t- q q /y /<3
~

£2-= 6 (,\1",'-+ 117(;2. 1<1.'-+ f, f"/<3"1- + 2. f,Q, 1<2. /<3 -1.! ko'- T fj'l-I<2."1--

+ ~iY1<3-,..- €-; >/(01.-+ C1 ~ AD L-
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Taking the first derivative of ~ with respect to k, ,the saddle points are
determined by

J Y' ~ /:z/ 2.e -I- Y .
~1<2. >K2.-

=) _ ~ ~ -Z:- = -Ia»&
PK2. IZ/

now using characteristic equation

where
i = E/ 102/"'''1<2. -I- f'/f"C; 1<31<,'-+ (';Vi<t1.-K2.+ 2~/€2./<2' + ?,.I!'?> 1<2.1<3'1-7-391'i.1<;> k2'-

-'(I kc'VK2 + q€2.1<3'V/<2. + Qq,/<33 _ 9-"102J<:"'Y;~- E7'"L-~ /<"5/<0.•••..+c.2.f1/<."'~2- -+ e.yq /<3/'07'2..

= /2/

differentiation of with respect to k, gives

)< -f"/Z/ ?f
I

where
~= 2 /!:q/'i'-+ 2';' f3,K.2 1<3 7-3<7~ 1<2..'-+ 2€J€21<21<3T 3C7f6K3"1.:.9F<I<.'\.- •••t=~t7/<4-g

/7,. =' €I€2. Iy'- 7- ej"1'/ 1- -r b <) 6..1<2..'- -I-1'7 t'3 /<-" •.• + 6 F, ~ k 2..I<J
"'1- ,c. L '- '"1.-- "l- \ 1 '--- '1.,1<:" -1-./ C2.- 1<3 - Q <"2/<0 -I- C2. €, <0

we know
"dl'- =
"dl<,

then v
?'V.p :"'fZ/~:~K.
"JK d"'~. d. ~

differentiation of dK3 with respect to k, gives
illy

" -fj." f'( ~::) T ~{ :':,) + «;~:)(':,q//>,-
I? '" 2 ~I E 2 /'11<2. 7- 2. €,q; 1</1<3 -+ 2..~-v1<,k;L
Z-
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COMPUTER PROGRAM
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FLOW CHART OF CALCULAT ION

f • fp, fH
Slot dimensions

0<:=00 3(f, 6(f, 9(f,

Solution 01 Ihe characterisl i c eq uation

Apertu re lield d istri but ion

.

Far fie Id components
O-mode fields and X-mode fields

PO',Yer Ilow vector
0- mode power & X-mode power

Output
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* SLOT ALONG X-AXIS ON XY'PLANE
* FOR X-V PLANE PATTERN AND X-Z PLANE PATI'EHN OF ° & X !'K)DE
* STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD ~IAKESAN AHBl'ffiARYANGLE WITH Z-AXIS

COMPLEX U,V,AI,A2,D~rR,Ur,AAl,AA2,F1,F2,C12,C13,C2I,C31,A12,
+A13,A21,A23,A31,A32,EXAO,HYAP,HZAP,HYAO,HYAX,HZAO,HZAX,HYA,HZA,
+EXA,X1,Y1,Zl,EXO,EYO,EZO,HXO,A22,A33,
+HYO,HZO,E'IO,ESO,~n'O,HSO ,CIfI'O,ClISO,
+C~3,CK4,FRC1,FRC2
DIMENSION AK1(4)

OPEN(UNIT=Y,FILE='OUT' ,STA'nJS='NEW')
PAI=3.141592654
V=(l.O,O.O)
U=(O.O,l.O)
C=3.0E+08
FR=300.0E+06
AW=2.0*PAl*FR
AKO=AW/C
AWP=160.0E+06*2.0*PAI
AWH=180.0E+06*2.0*PAI
X=AWP*AWP/(AW*AW)
Y=AWH/AW
Z=1-Y*Y
EI=I.O-X/Z
E3=1.0-X
E4=X*Y/Z
DO f,O N=O, 3

ALPIIA=N*PAI/6,O
ALP=ALPHM180,O/PAI

.WlllTE(9,71) ALP
71 J"OJ~T(4X,'ALPHA IN DEGI{EE=',F4,1)

CA=COS(ALPHA)
SA=SIN(ALPHA)
G=E:l/El
ESP2=E1*CA*CA+E3*SA*SA
ESP3=E1*SA*SA+E3*CA*CA
ESP4=E4*CA
ESP5=E4*SA
ESP6=(E3-E1)*SA*CA
EE1=El*E1
EE4=E4*E4
Cl=EE4*( l.O-G)
C2=EE4* (CMCA-G)
C3=EE4*(SMSA-G)
C4=-2.0*SMCMEE4
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ZETA=E3*(EE1-EE4)
CJ)=IEE1-EE4)/E1
AK11=AKO*S(~RT(CD)
AK12=AKO*SQRT(E3)
MKll=AK11*AKll
AAK12=J\l{12*AI<l2

C HERE 1=1 FDR XY PLANE PATTERN
C HEH.E [=2 FOR XZ PLANE PA'ITEHN

DO 50 1=1,2
IF( I .EQ. 1) GO TO 73
IF(I .EQ. 2) GO 1D 74

73 WRITE(9,81)
81 FDRMAT(I/,4X,'X-Y PLANE PArI'ERN')

GO'lD 75
74 WRITE(9,82)
82 FDHMAT(I/,4X,'X-Z PLANE PATI'EIIN')
75 DO 40 J=1,"3,2

IF(J .EQ. 1)"00 TO 76
IF(J .EQ. 3) 00 TO 77,

76 WRITE(9,83)
83 FORMAT(4X, 'FDR X-l'KlDE')

00 TO 78
77 WRITE(9,84)
84 FOHMAT(4X, 'FDR O-l'KlDE' )

WRITE( 9,121)
121 FORMAT(6X, 'POWER', 6X, 'ANGlJ, , ,?2X, 'NOR.DB')
78 DO 30 K=-140,140

IF(K .EQ. 1) 00 TO 30
AK2=FLOAT(K-l)/20
AK3=Fl.OAT(K-1)120
IF(I .EQ.l) 00 1D 21
IF(I .EQ.2) 00 TO 22

21 AK3=0.0
00 TO 23

22 AK2=0.O
23 CDNTINUE

AAK2=AK2*AK2
MK3=AK3*AK3
AAKO=AKO*AKO

BI=E1*(El+ESP2)*AAK2+(C1*E1-E1**3-ZETA)*AAKO+E1*(E1+ESP3)*AAK3
AI=Bl*V
B2=El *ESP2*MK2*AJ\l{2+ (C2*E I-EEl *ESI'2-ZI<7I'A) *AAKO*MK2+ ,

+ZETA*E1 *MKO*AAI(O+E1 *ESI'3 *AAK3*AAK3+(C3*E1-EEI *ESP3-ZETA) *AAI(O*
+MK3
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A2=B2*V
DETR=Al*AI-4.0*EEl*A2
1Yl'=CSQIl.T(DETIl.)
Q=2.0*EEI
AAl= (-Al+IYI') /Q
AA2= (-AI-Ill') /Q
Fl=CSQRTlAAl)
F2=CSQUT(AA2)
AKI (l) =H.EAL(1'2) .
AKl(2)=-AKl(l)
AKI (3) =H.EAL11'1 ).
. AKl( 4) =-AKI (:1)
IF(AlMAG(Fl) .EQ. 0.0 .OH.. AI~IAG(F2) .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 15
GO TO 30

15 CONTINUE
IF (AKl(J) .EQ. 0.0) GO 10 3U

C . Kl FRa1 GIVEN VALUES OF K2 Oil. K3 IS DE:fERMINED

C DETERMINATION OF FIRST DERIVATIVE

AA=El*ESP3*AKl(J)*AKl(J)*AK3+El*ESP6*AKl(J)*AKl(J)*AK2+
+El*ESP3*AAK2*AK3+El*ESP6*AAK2*M{2+EEl*AKl(J)*AKl(J)*AK3+
+El*ESP2*AAK2*AK3+2.0*El*ESP3*(AK3**3)+3.0*El*ESP6*M{Z*AAK3-
+ZETA*AAKO*AK3-EE 1*ESP3 *AAI{()*AIC1-EE1*&<;1'6*M{Z*AAKO+
+C3*El*AK3*AAKO+C4*El*AK2*AAKO*0.5

BB=2. O*EEl*AKl (J) *AKI (J) *tI.IO (,J) +E1*ESP2*AKI (J) *AAK2+El*ESP3*
+AKI (J) *AAI{3+2. O*El*ESP6*t1.IO I.J ) *tI.K2*AK3-ZETA*MKO*AKl (J) +EEl*
+AAH2*AKI (J) +EEl*AAK3 *AK1 (J) - (E1 **3) *AKI (J) *AAKO+Cl*El*AAKO*AKl( J)

. CC=6. O*EE1*AKl (J) *AKI (,J) +E1*ESI'2*AAK2+El*ESP:J*AAK3+2. O*El*ESP6*
+AK2*M{3-ZSI~*AAKO+EEl*AAK2+EEI*AAK3-EEl*El*AAKO+Cl*El*AAKO

DIJ=4. O*EI *ESP3*AKl (J) *AI{3+4 •U*EI *ESP6*AKI (J) *AK2+4. O*EEl*
+AKl(J)*AK3
EE=El*F.SP3*M{I(J)*AKl(J)+F.l*ESP3*AAK2+El*AKl(J)*AKl(J)+
+El*ESP2*AAK2+6.0*El*ESP3*AAK3+6.U*El*ESP6*AK2*AK3-ZSl'A*AAKo--
+EE1*ESP3 *AM{()+C3*E 1*AM{o

FF=E1*F.SP2*AKI I J) *AKI I J) *AK2+EI *ESP6*AKl (J) *AKI (J) *AK3+EEl*AKl (J) *
+AKI (J) *M{2+2. 0*El*ESP2* IAK2**3) +1'1 *ESP3*AK2*AAK3+3. 0*El*ESP6*AAK2*
+AK:J-2SI'A*AAKO*AK2+El *ESP2*AAK3*AK2+El *ESP6* (AK3** 3) ':'EEI *
.+ESP2 *AAKO*tl.K2-EE1*ESP6 *AK3*MI(O+C2 *I' 1*AAKO*M(2+C4 *El *AK3*AAKO
GG=4. O*EI *ESP2*AK 1(J) *AI(2+4, O*E1*ESP6*AKl (J) *M{3+4. O*EEl*

+i\l{ 1I J) *AK2
f1l1=E1*ESP2*AJO (J) *AKl (J) +EE1*AIU (,J) *AKI (J )+EI *ESP3*AAK3+6. O*E1*
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. .

+ESP6*AK2MK3-ZETAMAKO+El*ESP2*AAK3-EE1*ESP2MAKOtC2*E1*AAKOt
+6.0*E1*ESP2*AAK2
PP=El *ESP6*AKI (J) *AKI (.J) +2. U*El *F.SP3*A1{2*AK3+3. O*El*ESP6*AAK2+

+2.0*El*ESP2*AK2*AK3+3.0*El*ESP6*AAK3-EE1*ESP6*AAKOtC4*E1*AAKO

1J1'13=-AA/HH
OT23=-(EE+OD*lJf13+CC*1JT13*lJf13)/HH
1J1'12=-FF/BH
DT22=- (I.UI+GG*IY1'12+CC*lY1'12*1J1'12)/SH
0'11'1=-(PP+CC*IJf12*1J1'l3+0. 5*UG*1J1'13+0. 5*00*111'12)/SH

C DETEHMINATlON OF ANGLE
IF (l .EQ. 1) GO TO 31
11'(1 .EQ. 2) GO 1D 32

31 SHI=ATAN(-IYf12)
/\NGLE=SHI*180.0/PAI
GO 1D 33

32 THETA=ATAN(-l.O/1Jf13)
ANGLE=TllE'fAt 18U. O/PAI

33 CONTINUE
IF(J .EQ. 1) GO 1D 11
IF(J .EQ. 3) GO 1D 12

11 001 = (AK1 (1)-AK1 (2) )* (AK1 (1 )-AK1 (3) )* (AKI (1 )-AKI (4) )
GO 1D 13

12 001= (AK1 (3) -AK1 (1) )* (/\l{1(3) -AKI (2) )* (AK 1(3) -AKI (4) )
13 /\AA=IYl'23*11l'22-1YI1'1*D1M

/\AA1=A8S (/\AA)
/\/\A2=S(~lrr(MA 1 )
ACI=2.0*P/\I/AM2
/\C2=4.0*PAI*PAI*AAKO*El*001
AC=AC1/AC2

C IJE'I'EHl'lINATlONOF MATlUX ELH1EN'I'S
C11=-EI*AAKO+AAK2+AAK3
CI2=-AK1(J)*AK2+U*ESP4*AAKO
C13=-AKI(J)*AK3-U*ESP5*AM{0
C21=-U*ESP4*AAKO-AK1(J)*AK2
C22=AK1(J)*AKI(J)+AAK3-ESP2*AAKO
C23=-ESP6*AAKO-AK2MI{3
C31=-AK1(J)*AK3+U*ESP5*AAKO
C32=-ESP6*AM{0-AK2 *AI{:1
C:13=AI{I(J) MKI (J )-ESP3*AAKO+A1(2*AK2
All=C22*C33-C23*C32
/\12=CI3*C:12-CI2*C33
III:1=CI2*C2:l-C1 :I*C22
A21=C23*C:11-C21*C33
A22=Cl1*C3:1-CI3*C31
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A23=C13*C21-C11*C23
A31=C21*C32-C22*C31
A:J2=C12*C:l-I-Cl1 *C:J2
A33=C11*C22-C12*C21

(
I,

C ~IATRIX ELE!'IENTS ARE DETER1'11NED
C DETER1'llNATION OF FduRlEH THANSFOH!'IOF APEHTURE FlEW

ANIU=4. O*PAI* 1. OE'-07
A=O.fi
8=0.02
A!'l=IIIoJ*AMlU
PI =/11<11*11*0. fi
P2=IIKI2*AW.5
P3=AKl (J) *A*O. 5
Sl=SIN(Pl)
. S2=SIN (P2)
CC1=COS(Pl )
CC2=COS (P2 )
CC3=COS (P3)
BP=SA*CA*(Sl-S2)/(CA*CA*S2tSA*SA*Sl)

C DETERMINATION OF FOURIER TRANSFOR1'1OF SINE & COSINE ANGLE
Ll{1~2. 0*AK1l*B/ (AK1 (J) *AK1 (J) -AAKll )
CK2=2.0*AK12*B/(AK1(J)*AK1(J)-AAK12)
CK3=U*2.0*AK1(J)*B/(AK1(J)*AK1(J)-AAK11)
Q{4=U*2.0*AK1(J)*B/(AK1(J)*N{1(J)-AAK12)
FRS1=L~1*(CC1-CC3)
FR.C)2=CK2*«X;2-CC3)
FHCl=CI<3* (CC3-CCl)
FIIC2=CI{4* (CC3-CC2)

C DETERMINATION OF FOURIER THANSmR1'1 OF APERTURE FlEW
EYAP=CA*FRS 1-BP*SA*FRS 1
EZAP=BP*CA*mSUSA*FRS2
HYAP=-U* (BP*CAtSA) *AK12*FHC2/A!'1
HZAP=U*AK1l* (CA-BP*SA) *FHCl/ A!'I
EXAO=U*E4*EYAP/E1
EYAO=EYAP*CA
EYAX=EZAP*SA
EZAX=EZAP*CA
EZAO=-EYAP*SA
HYAX=I\YAP*CA
HYAO=HZAP*SA
H7AX=-IIYIIP*SA
HZAO=HZAP*CA
EXA=EXAO
EYA=EYI\OtEYA,X
£7.1\=E7AOt EZI\X
HY1\=I\YAOtfIYAX
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HZA=HZAOtHZAX
Xl= (All*AK3-A13*AKl (J) ) *EXAt IA!2*A1i3-A!3,*AK2) *EYAtAll*AM*HYA
Yl = (A2l *AK3-A23*N<I (J ) ) *EXI\+ (A22*AK:J-A23*AK2) *EYAtA21*AM*IIYA
Z!=(A3!*N{3-A33*N{!(J)}*EXAt(A32*AK3-A33*AK2)*EYAtA3!*AM*1IYA'

EXO=AC*XI
EYO=AC*Yl
EZO=AC*ZI

IIXO=(AK2*EZ0-AK3 *EYO)/ A1'1
IIYO=(AK3*EXO-AKI (J) *EZO) / A1'1
IIZ0=(N{I(J)*EYO-AK2*EXO)/AM

IF (I ,EQ. I) GO 1D 41
IF (I .EQ. 2) GO '10 42

41 THETA=PAI/2.0
GO TO 43

42 SHl=O.O
43 E'ID=EXO*COS(THETA) *cos (Sm) tEYO*COS ('l1lliTA) *SlN( Sill )-EZO*SlN ('rHETA)

ESO=-EXO*SIN(SlIl)tEYO*COS(SlIl)

llTO=IIXO*COS(TIIEfA) *COS (Sill) tIlYO*COS( TIlliTA) *SlN(SlIl )-HZO*SlN(TIiETA)
IIS0=-HXO*SIN(SlIl)tHYO*COS(SlIl)
ClflD=CONJG ( liTO)
CHSO=CONJG(IIS0)
AX=SlN(TIIETA)*COS(SlIl)
AY=AX*AX
PCX.J=O.5 *REAL(F.10*CHSO- ESO*CII'IO)
PO=PCX.J/AY
SlKO=SIN(AKO*A/4)
SSl=4.0*SIKO**4
RII=SSI*B*B/ (8. 0*l20*PAl*PAI*PAl)
RPP=PO/RH
RCA=ABS(RPP) ,
IF (RCA .EQ. 0.0) GO 1D 30
RP=10.0*ALOGI0(RCA)
IF(RP .LT. 0.0) GO TO 30
WRITE(9,28) PO,ANGLE ,AK! ( 1) ,Nn (3) ,AKll,AKI2 ,RH,RP

28 FOI~r(2X,E12.5,lX,F8.4,lX,6(lX,E12.5»
30 CONTINUE

WRITE(9,29)
29 1'\)II1'1AT(4X, 'ONE MJDE IS <XlMPLETE')
40 (XJNTINUE
50, CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE

s'mp
END
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-ALPHA [N OEGREE: 0.0

I-Y PLANE PATTERN
FOR I-HOOE
ONE HOO&[S COHPLET&

FOR O-HOO&
POV&R ANGL& NOUb

0.3[006K-OI -85.6915 0.00000&100 0.39813E100 0.1108IEI0[ 0.53150E101 '0.13138&-01 0.3363lK10~
0.[5506&-05 -8L03~0 O.OOOOOEIOO 0.8~850EI00 0.4lO84K101 0.53150&10[ 0.13438&-01 o.~omElo~
0.16131K-06 -18.0601 0.00000&100 0.[0995&101 0.11081E101 0.53150E101 0.13138&-01 o .15413&10~
0.~1115E-06 .15.6811 O.OOOOOKIOO 0.[3110EI01 0.11081E101 0.53150E101 0.13438&-01 0.1~036E10~
0.119918-06 -13.6181 O.OOOOOElOO 0.14963EIOI 0.41081K101 0.53150&101 0.13438&-01 0.95063ElOI
O.l5Om-OI -1 L 8318 0.00000&100 0.165128101 0.410818101 0.53150&101 0.13438&-01 0.14691E101
0.50566K-Ol -10.1160 0.000008100 0.180~5K101 0.4108IEI01 0.53150KlOI 0.13438E-Ol O.mmiOI
O.369m-Ol -68.6132 O.OOOOOEIOO 0.19356K101 0.110848101 0.53150KlOI 0'.13438E-Ol O. m05EI01
0.26553&-01 -6U088 O.OOOOOEIOO 0.~0589&101 0.410848101 0.53J508101 0.13438&-01 0.U511E101
O.mlOE-Ol -65.8554 0.00000&100 0.~1140&IOI 0.ll081ElOI 0.53150ElOI 0.131388-01 0.11186E1OI
0.15813&-01 -64.5691 O.OOOOOEIOO 0.~~8~3EI01 0.41081BIOI 0.53150KlOI 0.13438&-01 o .10664E100
0.15BI3&-01 64.5691 O.OOOOOKIOO O.mmlOI 0.110848101 0.53150ElOI 0.134388-01 0.10664E100
0.20210&-01 65.8554 0.00000&100 0.~1140&IOI 0.410BI&101 0.53150ElOI 0.1313B&-01 0.111868101
0.26553&-01 6U088 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.~0589&101 0.41081E10I 0.53150KlOI 0.134388-01 0.29511E101
O.359Z5E.Ol 68.6132 O.OOOOOEIOO 0.19356&101 0.110848101 0.53150ElOI 0.134388-01 0.m058101
0.50566&-01 10.1160 O.OOOOOEIOO 0.180~5E101 0.41084&101 0.53150ElOI 0.1343&&-01 0.51mElOI
0.15032&-01 lL8318 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.165m101 0.410848101 0.53150B101 0.13438&-01 0.146918101
0.11994&-06 13.6484 O.OOOOOEIOO 0.14963E101 0.4108IEI01 0.53150ElOI 0.13438&-01 0.95063E101
0.21415&-06 15.6811 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.13110&101 0.41084&101 0.53150ElOI o • 13438B-Ol o .12036E102
0.46131K-06 18.0601 O.OOOOOEIOO 0.10995E101 0.41084&101 0.53150KlOI 0.134388-01 0.15413E10~
o .15506B-05 8L032O O.OOOOOEIOO 0.B~850&100 0.110848101 0.53150ElOI 0.134388-01 0.~06mI0~
0.31006B-04 85.6915 O.OOOOOEIOO 0.39813B100 0.11081K101 0.53150ElOI 0.134388-01 0.3363IBI0~
ON& HOO&IS COHPLETE

I-Z PLANB PATT&RN
FOR I-HOOE
ONE HOO&[S COHPL&T&

FOR HOO&
POV&R ANGL& NOR.db

-o,mOO&-05 -1.6665 0.000008100 0.1010BB100 0.41081&101 0.53150&101 0.134388-01 0.2111OB102
-0.11642&-06 -11.0035 0.00000&100 0.10113&\01 0.410BI&IOI 0.53150ElOI 0.134388-01 0.IHI4E102
-0.IBI63B-06 -13.5516 0.000008100 0.12110BIOI 0.11081K101 0.53150&101 0.13438&-01 o .1I30BElOt.
-0.94185&-01 -15.6999 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.143Z6BI01 0.11081B101 0.53150&101 O.I34m-Ol 0.81564&101
-0.55651&-01 .11.5953 O.OOOOOKIOO 0.15998E101 0.41081E101 0.53150ElOI 0.13438&-01 0.61116K101
.0.35669E-Ol .19.3121 O.OOOOOEIOO O.lllmlOI 0.41OB4E101 0.53150KlOI 0.13438E-Ol 0.m95E1OI
-0.~4155K-Ol -~0.8959 O.OOOOOKIOO 0.18863&101 0.110&4&\01 0.53150E101 0.13438&-01 0.~5461EI01
-0.ll0IlK-OI -ZZ.3133 O.OOOOOEIOO 0.~01Z3EI01 0.11081E101 0.53150E101 0.13438&-01 O.IOm&IOI
0.110l1K-01 ~U133 O.OOOOOEIOO 0.~01~3EI01 0.1I081K101 0.53150E101 0.13438E-Ol 0.10255ElOI-
O. ~4155E-Ol ~0.8959 0.000008100 0.18863&101 0.1I084EIOI 0.53150ElOI 0.13438&-01 0.~5161&IOI
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- 0.356698-07 19.m7 o.OOOOORlOO O.I7497EIOI 0.1I08IKIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-07 ° .1Z395BIOI
0.5565IB-07 17,5953 o.OOOOOBIOO 0.159988101 0.4108IKI01 0.53150BIOI ° .13438B-07 0.61116BIOI
0.9!l858-07 15.6999 0.000008100 0.143268101 O,II08IKIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 O.8!56!BIOI
0.181638-06 \3.5516 0.000008100 - 0,121108101 0.1I084BI01 0.53150BI01 0.131388-01 ° .1l3088102
0.416128-06 II. 0035 O.OOOOOBtOO 0.101138101 0,11081BIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-07 0.1521 IBI02
0,20200B-05 7.6665 0.000008100 0.10708BIOO 0.1I081BIOI 0.53150BIOI ° .13438B-Ol 0.211108102
ONB K008 [8 COKPLBTB

ALPHA [N 080RBB:30.0

I-Y PLAN8 PATTBRN
FOR !-KOOR
ON8 K008 [S COKPLBTB

FOR HOOB
POWBR ANOLB NOR.db

0.569518-01 -85.9462 o.OOOOOBIOO 0.31017BIOO 0.1I084BtOI 0.531508101 0.13438B-07 0.362mloz
0,23439B-05 -81.0966 0.000008100 0.81050BIOO 0.11081BIOI 0.53150BIOI ° .13438B-Ol 0.22116BI02
0,69111B-06 -78.0715 o,OOOOOBIOO 0.108258101 0.110818101 0.53150BIOI ° .13Im-07 0.17150BtOZ
0.320508-06 -15.6618 o.OOOOOBIOO 0.129688101 0.1I081BI01 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 0.13115BIOZ
0.1196IB-06 -13.6021 o.OOOOOBIOO O.IIl87BIOI 0.1I081BIOI 0.53150KtOI 0.131388-01 ° .1I260BI02
0.112118-06 -11.7665 qOOOOKtOO 0.16391BIOI O.II08IKIOI 0.53150BIOI ° .13138B-Ol 0.923818101
0.162558-01 -10,0916 o.OOOOOBIOO 0.11838BIOI 0.1I08IKIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.131388-07 0.15393KtOI
0.51323B-07 -6um 0.000008100 0.19162BI01 0.110818101 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 0.60664BIOI
0.102288-01 -61.1019 o.OOOOOBIOO 0.203898101 0.110818101 0.53150BtOI 0.134388-01 0.116198101
0.30698B-07 -65.1319 o.OOOOOKtOO 0.21535BIOI 0.11081BIOI 0.531508101 0.13 4388-01 0.35818KtOI
0.239938-01 -61. !!30 o.OOOOOBIOO O.ZZ6IlBIOI O.II08IKIOI 0.53150BtOI 0.134388-01 0.25\l18101
0.191218-01 -63.2070 o.OOOOOBtOO 0.236298101 O,II08IKIOI 0.53150RlOI 0.134388-07 0.15318BIOI
0.151898-07 -6um 0.000008100 0.Z!59IBIOI 0.1I08IKIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.I3438B-07 0.61676BtOO
0,15189B-07 62, om o.OOOOOKtOO 0.Z!5918101 0.1I081R101 0.53150BIOI O.I3438B-Ol 0.61675BIOO
0.191218-01 63.2010 0.000008100 0.23629BIOI O.II08IKIOI 0.531508101 O.I3438B-Ol 0.15318BIOI
0.239938-07 61. !!30 0.000008100 O.ZZ6IIBIOI 0.110818101 0.53150BtOI 0.134388-01 0.251l1BIOI
0.306988-07 65.1319 o.OOOOOBIOO 0,215358101 0.1I08IKI01 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 0.35818KtOI
0.102288-01 67.1019 o.OOOOOBIOO 0.20389BIOI 0.1I084BIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 0.116198101
0.513238-01 6um- o.OOOOOBIOO 0.19162BIOI O.II08IKIOI 0:53150BIOI ° .13438B-Ol 0.60661BtOI
O.16255K-Ol 10.0916 0.000008100 0.17838BIOI 0.1I08IKIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.13I38B-07 0.15393BIOI
0.112778-06 71. 7665 0.000008100 0.16391BIOI 0.1I081BIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 0.92381BIOI
0.11961B-06 13.6021 o.OOOOOBtOO O.IIl87BIOI 0.1I08IKIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.13438B-Ol ° .1l260BtOZ
0.32050B-06 15.6618 O.OOOOOBIOO 0: 12968BIOI 0.1I081BIOI 0.531508101 0.13438B;01 0.13115BIOZ
0.69117B-06 18.0715 o.OOOOOKtOO 0,10825BI01 0.11081BIOI _0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 ° .11I50BI02
D.Z3I398-05 81.0966 o.OOOOOBIOO 0.B1050BIOO 0,11081BIOI 0.53150BI01 O.I3138B-Ol 0.22116BI02
0,56951 B-OI 85.9462 o.OOOOOBIOO 0.31017RIOO 0.1I081BtOl 0.53150BIOI 0.13I38B-Ol 0.362mloz
ONB KOOB [8 COKPLBTB

X-2 PLANB PATTBRN
FOR X-KOOB
ONB KODB IS COKPLBTB
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FOR O-KOOR
POV88 ANGL8 NOR.db

-0.383528-05 -6.9083 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.633568100 0.4I081B101 0.53150BlOI 0.131388-01 0.215518102
-0.68663B-06 -10.5046 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.96008B100 0.4I084B101 0.53150BlOI o .13438B-OI o .11084B102
-0.266m-06 -13.1611 0.000008100 0.11981KIOI 0.11084B101 0.53150BlOI o .13438B-01 O. U913Bi02
-0.136m.06 -15.3131 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.139518101 0.410848101 0.53150BlOI O.I3438B-OI 0.10016B102
.0.81160B-OI -11.3116 0.000008100 0.15659BIOI 0.4I084BI01 0.53150B101 o .13438B-OI O.mOOBIOI
-0.526598-01 -19.0605 O.OOOOOBiOO 0.111818101 0,410848101 0.53150BlOI 0.134388-01 0.59314BIOI
-0.362868-01 -20,6680 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.18565B101 0.110818101 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 0.13111B101
-0.2611IB-OI -22.1645 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.19840B101 0.410818101 0.53150B101 0.134388-01 0.28818B101
-0,191098-01 -23.5111 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.210258101 0.110818101 0.53150BiOI 0.13438B-OI, 0.159618101
-0.141988-01 -24.9013 0.000008100 D.22136B101 0.410848101 0.53150B101 0.134388-01 0.41856B100
o .l41988-01 24.9043 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.ZZ136BI01 0.110818101 0.53150B101 0.134388-01 0.41856BiOO.
0.194098-01 23.5111 0.000008100 o,zlOZ58101 0.110818101 0.53150B101 0.131388-01 0.15961B101
0.26111B-OI 22.1645 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.198408101 0.1I084B101 0.53150B101 0.134388-01 0.288488101
0.362868-01 20.6680 O.OOOOOBiOO 0.18565BIOI 0.4I081BIOI 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.431418101
0.526598-01 19.0605 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.111818101 0.4I081B101 0.53150B101 0.134388-01 0.593148101
0.81160B-OI 11.3116 O.OOOOOKiDO 0.15659BIOI 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.18100BlOI
0.136158-06 15.3131 0.000008100 0.13951B101 0,4I081B101 0.53150BiOI 0.134388-01 0.10016810:
0.266m-06 13.1611 0.000008100 0,1I981K101 0.110818101 0.53150BiOI 0.134388-01 0.129138102
0.68663B-06 10.5016 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.96008B100 0.1I081B101 0.53150B101 O. U438B-OI 0.110848102
0.383528-05 6,9083 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.63356B100 0.110818101 0.53150BiOI 0.134388-01 0.Z4554Bi02
ONB KOOB [8 COKPL8TB

ALPHA [N OBGRBB:60.0

X-Y PI,INK PATTRRH
FOR I-H008

O.166I1B-OI -20.1651 0.391318101 0.52319B101 0.1I084B101 0.531508101 0.13I38B-OI 0.540158101
0.46611B-OI 20.1651 0.391318101 0.52319BIOI 0.110848101 0.53150B101 o • 13438B-Ol 0.510158101
ON8 KOOB [8 COKPLBTB

FOR O-KOOB
POV8B ANGLB NOR.db

0.131168-04 .83.0918 0.000008100 0.63355BIOO 0.4I08IBIOI 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.298958102
0.231208-05 -19.4951 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.96001B100 0.110818101 0.53150B101 0.131388-01 0.Z2II3BiOZ
0.901l3B-06 -16.8390 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.1I981K101 0.1I084B101 0.53150BlOI 0.13438B-OI 0.18m8l0Z
0.46510B-06 . -14.6210 0,000008100 O,I3951BI01 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.13I38B-Ol 0.15395810Z
0.Z16m-06 -12.6881 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.156598101 0.410848101 0.53150B101 0.131388-01 0.13131810Z
0.1195IR-06 -10.9395 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.111818101 0,410818101 0.531508101 0.13438B-OI 0.11 Z58B102
0.124008-06 -69.mo 0.000008100 0.185.65RI01 0.410848101 0.531508101 0,13I38B.OI 0.96509B101
0.89520R-OI -61.8355 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.198398101 0.4I08IRIOI 0.531508101 0.13I38B-OI 0.82358B101
0,668218-01 -66,1283 0.000008100 0.210258101 0.110818101 0,531508101 0.13I38B-OI 0,696598101
0.512088-01 -65.0956 0.000008100 0.221368101 0,410848101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.581008101
O.lOOm-OI . • 63.8219 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.231828101 0.110818101 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 0.414568101
0,319158-01 -62.6105 O.OOOOOBIOO 0,21113BIOI 0.110818101 o.s31508101 0.134388-01 0.315668101
0.251868-01 -61.4125 0.000008100 0,251148101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.28305B101
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0.21092R-Ol -60.3161 O.OOOOORIOO 0.26012RIOI 0.1I0m1OI 0.53150RIOI 0.13l3R8-01 0.1951RRIOI
0. 111 36R-Ol -59.2210 O.OOOOORIOO 0.26Rl0R101 0,110RIRIOI 0.53150KlOI ° .13l3R8-01 0.11311KlOI
0.11516R-Ol -5R.1112 O.OOOOO'RIOO 0.21692RIOI 0.11081RIOI 0.531508101 ° .13I3RR-Ol 0.3I41R8IOO
0.115168-01 5R.1112 0.000008100 0.21692RIOI 0.1I0RIRIOI 0.53150RIOI 0.13l3R8-01 0,31I18RIOO
0.111368-01 59.2210 0.000008100 0,26810RIOI O.IIOmlOI 0.53150RIOI 0.13I3RR-Ol 0.1131lRIOI
0.21092R-Ol 60.3161 O.OOOOORIOO 0.26012RIOI 0,1I0RIRIOI 0.531508101 0.131'388-01 0.1951RRIOI
0.251R6R-Ol 61.1125 O.OOOOORIOO 0.25111RIOI 0.110818101 0.53150RIOI 0.13I3R8-01 0.m05RIOI
0.31915R-Ol 62.6105 O.OOOOORIOO 0.21113RIOI 0,1I0RIRIOI 0.53150RIOI 0.13138R-Ol 0.31566RIOI
0.100118-01 63.8259 O.OOOOORIOO 0,23182RIOI 0.11081RIOI 0.53150RIOI ° .13l3RR-Ol 0.11I56RIOI
0.51208R-Ol 65.0956 O.OOOOOKlOO 0.22136RIOI O.IIOmlOI 0.53150RIOI ° .13I3RB-Ol 0.581008101
0.6682IR-Ol 66.12R3 O.OOOOOSIOO 0,21025SIOI O.IIOmlOI 0.53150SIOI 0.1313S8-01 0.69659KlOI
0.89520S-01 61.8355 O,OOOOOKlOO 0,19R39RIOI O,IIORISIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.13l3RB-Ol 0.S2358KlOI
0.12100S-06 69.3320 0.000008100 0.18565SIOI 0.1I0mlOI 0.53150RIOI 0.1313S8-01 0.965098101
0.1195IR-06 10.9395 O.OOOOORIOO 0,11181RIOI 0.1I0mlOI 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.1l258KlO2
0,216338-06 12.6881 0.000008100 0.15659SIOI 0,1I0mlOI 0.531508101 ° .13l3RS-01 0.131318102
0,165108-06 11.6210 O.OOOOORIOO 0,139518101 0.1I0mlOI 0.53150SIOI 0.131388-01 0.153958102
0.901l3R-06 16.8390 0.000008100 0.11981RIOI 0.11081RIOI 0.531508101 0,13l3RB-Ol 0.182958102
0.23120R-05 19.1951 O.OOOOORIOO 0,96001RIOO 0.11081RIOI 0.53150RIOI. 0.13l3RB-Ol 0.221138102
0.13116R-OI R3.0918 0,000008100 0.63355RIOO. 0.410R4BIOI 0.53150KlOI 0.131388-01 0.29895KlO2
ONR KOOR IS COKPLRTR

X-Z PLANR PATT8RN
FOR X-KOOR

-0.31203R-Ol -13.1331 0.395228101 0,52116RIOI 0.1I081RIOI 0.53150RIOI 0.13l3R8-01 0.112218101
0.312038-01 13.1331 0.39522RIOI 0.52116RIOI 0.4I08IRIOI 0.53150SIOI 0.13l3RB-Ol 0,,142218101
ONR KOOR IS COKPLRTR

FOR O-KOOR
PONRR ANGLR NOR.db

-0.315228-01 -1.0511 O.OOOOORIOO 0,31021RIOO 0,IIOR4RIOI 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.3I160RI02
-0.151R5R-05 -8,9035 O.OOOOORIOO 0.810528100 0.11081RIOI 0.53150RIOI ° .13l3RR-Ol 0.20699RI02
-0.11906R-06 -1l.9286 O.OOOOORIOO 0.10825RIOI 0,1I0mlOI 0.53150KlOI 0. 13 l3R 8-01 0.155208102
-0,22138R-06 -11.3352 O.OOOOORIOO 0,12968RIOI 0.110818101 0.53150RIOI 0.134388-01 0.12226RI02
-0.12193R-06 -16.3916 O.OOOOORIOO 0.1I181RIOI 0.4lOmlOI 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.91R63KlOI
-0.81608R-Ol clU336 O.OOOOOKlOO 0.16391RIOI 0.1I0RIRIOI 0.53150RIOI 0.13I38B-Ol 0.1R339E101
-0.559R9R-Ol -19.9051 O.OOOOORIOO 0.11838RIOI 0.1I081RIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.131388-01 0.619118101
-O.IOlllR-OI -21.1518 O.OOOOORIOO 0.19162RIOI 0.110818101 0,53150RIOI 0.1313RS-Ol 0.118238101
-0.302928-01 .22.89RI O.OOOOORIOO 0,20389RIOI 0,110818101 0.53150RIOI ° .13l3RS-Ol 0.35299BIOI
-0.23361R-Ol -21.2620 O.OOOOORIOO 0.2l535RIOI 0.i108IRIOI 0.53150KlOI 0.13138R-Ol 0.210268101
-0.181398-01 -25.5510 O.OOOOORIOO 0.2261l8101 0.110818101 0.53150RIOI 0. 13138R-OI 0.131118101
-0.1I822R-Ol -26.1930 O.OOOOORIOO 0,23629RIOI 0,1I0RIRIOI 0.53150RIOI 0.13I38B.Ol ° .1255RSIOO
0.IIR228-01 26,1930 O.OOOOOKlOO 0.23629RIOI 0.ll084RIOI 0.53150RIOI 0.13I38B.OI 0.12558RIOO
0.18139R-Ol 25.5510 O.OOOOORIOO 0.22611RIOI O.lIomlOI 0.531508101 0.13138R-Ol 0.13111RIOI
0,233618-01 21.2620 O.OOOOORIOO 0,Z1535RIOI 0,11081RIOI 0.53150RIOI 0. 13138R-Ol 0.ZIOZ6KlOI
0.30Z928-01 22.8981 O.OOOOORIOO 0.Z0389RIOI 0.11081RIOI 0.53150RIOI 0.131388-01 0.35Z99RIOI° .40117R-Ol ZI.1518 O.OOOOORIOO 0.19162RIOI 0.11084RIOI 0.53150RIOI 0. I 3 l3R 8-01 ° .I18Z38101
0.55989R-Ol 19.9051 O.OOOOORIOO 0,118388101 0.110818101 0.53150RIOI ° .13I3RR-Ol 0.619118101
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0.816088-01 lU336 0.000008100 0.163918101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.183398101
,. 0.121938-06 16.3916 0.000008100 0.111818101 0.110818101 0.53150BIOI 0.131388-01 0.91863BIOI

0.221388-06 11.3352 O.OOOOOBIOO O,12968BIOI 0.41081BIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.131388-01 ° .12226BI02
0.119068-06 11.9286 0.000008100 0.108258101 O,II081BIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.131388-01 0.15520BI02
0.15185B-05 8.9035 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.81052BIOO 0.II08IBIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 0.20699BI02
0.315228-01 1.0511 0.000008100 0.310mlOO 0.110818101 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 0.31160BI02
ONBK008 [8 COKPLBTB

ALPHA[N 08GRBB=90.0

loY PLAHBPATT8RN
FOR X-K008

0.223588-01 -21.5619 0.391118101 0.52160BIOI 0.110848101 0.531508101 0.13I38B-Ol 0.22110BIOI
0.223588-01 21.5619 0.391118101 0.52I60BIOI 0.110818101 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 0.221108101
ONBN008 [8 COKPLBTB

FOR O-KOOB
POW8R ANGLB NOR.db

0.112208-01 -8U335 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.10101BIOO 0.110818101 0,531508101 0.13438B-Ol 0.292118102
0.251828-05 -18.9965 0.000008100 0.101138101 0.110818101 0.531508101 ° .13138B-Ol 0.221288102
0.101248-05 -16.1181 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.121108101 0.110818101 0.531508101 °.13438B-Ol 0.188ml02
0.55105&-06 -11.3001 0.000008100 0.113268101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.161298102
0.332588-06 -12.1016 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.15998BIOI 0.4108IBIOI 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 0.139368102

. 0.218168-06 -10.6813 0.000008100 0.111918101 0.110848101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.121 018102
0.151538-06 -69.1011 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.188638101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.105ml02
0,109148-06 -61.6261 0.000008100 0,201238101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.912038101
0.820108-01 -66.2352 0.000008100 0.212918101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.185698101
0.628828-01 -61.9153 .0.000008100 0.223988101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.610198101
0.191808-01 -63.6561 0.000008100 0.231318101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.5$3458101
0.391068-01 -62.1495 0.000008100 0.211208101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.163918101
0.315318-01 -61.2888 0.000008100 0.253558101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.310118101
0.251258-01 -60.1686 0.000008100 0.262118101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.282028101
0. 212DlB-OI -59.0811 0.000008100 0.211018101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.198028101
0.116218-01 -58.0321 0.000008100 0.219188101 0.11081810 I 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.111838101
0.111688-01 -51.0103 0.000008100 0.281048101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.109118100
0.111688-01 51.0103 0.000008100 0.281018101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.109118100
0.116218-01 58.0321 0.000008100 0.219188101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.111838101
0.212018-01 59.0811 0.000008100 0.211018101 0.110848101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.198028101
0.251258-01 60.1686 0.000008100 O,mmiOI 0.410818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.282028101
0.315318-01 6l.2888 0.000008100 0.253558101 0,110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.310118101
0,391068-01 62.1495 0.000008100 0.211208101 0.410818101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.163918101
0.191808-01 63.6561 0.000008100 0,231318101 0,110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.563458101
0.628828-01 61.9153 0.000008100 0.223988101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.610198101
0.820108-01 66.2352 0,000008100 0.21291BIOI 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.185698101
0.109118-06 61.6261 O.OOOOOBIOO 0,201238101 0,110848101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.912038101
0.151538-06 69.1011 0.000008100 0.188638101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.105228102
0,218168-06 10.6813 0.000008100 0.114918101 0,110848101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.121018102
0.3325'88-06 n,IOl6 0.000008100 0.159988101 0.410818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0,139368102
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1,

0.551058-06 14.3001 0.000008100 O.I!3mlOl 0.410818101 0.53\50810\ 0.134388-01 0.16\298102
0.101218-05 16.1181 0.000008100 0.U1108101 0.11081810\ 0.531508101 0.134388-01 o .\8891810t
0,251828-05 18.9965 0.000008100 0.101138101 0.11081B101. 0.53150B101 0.13438B-Ol 0.ZZ1Z881Ot
0.11ZZ0B-04 B2.3335 0.000008100 0.101018100 0.110BlB101 0.53150810\ o .13438B-Ol 0.m11810t
ON8 K008 IS COKPLBTB

1-2 PLANB PATT8RN
FOR l-KODB
ONR KODB IS COKPLBTB

FOR O-KODB
POWBR ANGLB NOUb

-0,465838-01 -4. 3031 0.000008100 0.39B808100 0.110818101 0.53\508'101 0.134388-01 0.35399BIOt
-0.ZI3608-05 -8.9681 0.000008100 0.8285t8100 0.11081B101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 O.ZZ5mlOZ
-0.16396B-06 -11.9394 0.000008100 0.10995B101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 O.l15mlOt
-0.36390B-06 -14.3131 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.13140BI01 0.110BlB101 0.53150B101 O.\3438B-Ol o .1I3t6BIOt
-0.20990B-06 -16.3516 0.000008100 0.14963BI01 0.410BlB101 0.531508101 0.13438B-Ol 0.\1931BIOt
-0.13515B-06 -18.1683 0.000008100 0.165138101 O.IIOBIBIOI 0.53150B101 o .\3438B-Ol 0.10025810t
-0.931118-01 -19.8210 0.000008100 0.180t5B101 0.110BlB101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.81ZZ18101
-0.619088-01 -21.3568 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.193568101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.\34388-01 0.103588101
-0,512008-01 -2U9l3 0.000008100 0.205898101 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.580938101
-0.391098-01 -24.1116 0.000008100 D.Zl1118101 0.410BlB101 0.53150BIOI 0.134388-01 0:410558101
-0.314898-01 -25.1304 0.000008100 O.mmlOl 0.110818101 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.369838101
-0.25126B-Ol -26.6519 0.000008100 D.Z38168101 0.II081K101 0.531508101 o .\3438B-Ol 0.m938101
-0.208368-01 -21.8353 0.000008100 D.Z18l1B101 0.110818101 0.53150B101 0.131388-01 0.190188101
-O.l1Z89B-Ol -28.9686 0.000008100 0,2511Z8101 O.IIOBlBIOI 0.531508101 0.\31388-01 0.1094IB101
-0.111998-01 -30.0626 O.OOOOOBIOO D.Z6625B101 0.ll081B101 0.53150BIOI 0.13I38B-Ol 0.32990BI00
0.111998-01 30.0626 O.OOOOOBIOO D.Z6625B101 0.ll081B101 0.53150B101 0.131388-01 0.32990BI00

.0.11289B-Ol 28.9686 0.000008100 0.Z511ZBIOI 0.110BlB101 0.531508101 o • 13438B-Ol 0.1094IBIOI
0,20836B-Ol 21.8353 O.OOOOOBIOO O. Zl8l1B10 I 0.ll084B101 0.531508101 0.13138B-Ol 0.19018B101
0,251268-01 26.6519 0,000008100 D.Z3816B101 0.ll081B101 0.531508101 o .\3138B-Ol 0.216938101
0,311898-01 25.1301 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.22823BIOI 0,11084B101 0.53150BIOI 0.131388-01 0.36983BIOI
0.39109B-Ol 24.1116 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.211118101 0.ll0BlB101 0.53150B101 0.131388-01 0.11055B101
O. m008-01 22.1913 0.000008100 D.Z0589BIOI 0.110818101 0.53150BIOI 0,131388-01 0.580938101
0,619088-01 21.3568 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.193568101 0.110848101 0.53150B101 o .13I38B-Ol 0.10358BIOI
0.93411B-Ol 19.8210 0.000008100 0.180258101 0.ll0BlB101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.81ZZ18101
0.13515B-06 18.1683 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.165138101 0.11081B10I 0.531508101 0.134388-01 0.100258102
0.20990B-06 16.3516 O,OOOOOBIOO 0.149638101 0.410818101 0.531508101 0, \3438B-Ol 0.119318102
0.363908-06 11.3131 0.000008100 0.13140BIOI 0.4IOBlB101 0.531508101 0.131388-01 0.11326810t
0,16396B-06 11.9394 O,OOOOOBIOO 0,109958101 0.ll081K101 0.53150BIOI 0.131388-01 0.115m102
0.21360B-05 8.9681 O.OOOOOBIOO 0.828528100 0.110818101 0.53150BIOI 0.13138B-Ol 0.225838102
0,465838-01 1.3031 0.000008100 0.39880BIOO 0.410818101 0,53150BIOI o .13I38B-Ol 0,35399BIOt
ONB H008 IS COHPL8TB
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